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RECOGNIZED BELL
AS MARKET MASTER
Board of Public Works May
Drop Snit
Official Communication Received By
Him ladkotes That Legal
Strife Is at End.
IWNDESMAN SEWER INSPECTOR.
What is considered an acknowl-
edgement on the part of the board of
public works, that Charles Bell is
the authorized_ marketmaster, was
received in a letter to Mr. Bell yes-
terday from the board of public
works, which directs him to call for
bids for some repairs to be made on
the market house. In several way in
the last few weeks, the board haS
dealt with Mr. Bell in a formal way
as the marketmaster.
Col. Joe Potter was the appointee
of the board of public works and in
a test case before Judge Reed in the
circuit court, Mr. Bell as the ap-
pointee of the council was adjudged
marketmaster. Col. Potter and mem-
bers of the board of public works
talked for awhile of appealing the
--Mee 15tft ' m 01W t611-6 ha.àeen
put up by them and Mr. Bell believes
that he will not have to fight the case
further.
The same decision settles the
right of A. Bundtoman to the office
of sewer inspector, but some personal
reason has caused the board to dis-
regard him.
JUDGE CROSS GETS BUSY.
He Will Fine People Whose Cows
Roam Streets.
Excuses for the town cow will go
no more with Police Judge David A.
Oross, and hereafter cow owner,' will
irate to present some defense more
than the accidental liberation of
their stock through defective fences
or malicious means. "in the future
I shall fine every cow owner whose
cow is arrested," Police Judge D. A.
Cross declared. "This excuse, 'my
cow got out', will not go any more.
I have seen days when Lycurgns
Rice, cow policeman, has brought in
as many as five. Every owner de-
clared that his cpw had gotten out. I
do not consider this a defense. and
hereafter fines will be imposed. Law
is law, and meat be bbeyed."
YARDS BLOCKADED.
The Congestion Impedes Traffic
Through Paducah.
A serious blockade exists In the Il-
linois Central freight yards today
and freight traffic is being seriously
impeded. The blockade began yes-
terday extra freight came In from all
directions. The yard force stored
cart wherever available space was
found and even the passing tracks
used for engines going to the south
yard were filled with loaded cars this
morning. A long string of coal cars
with an empty fiat ear in the center,
was being shoved into the second
track on the curve lealiing into union
station from the south end when the
flat broke in the middle. The car
will be thrown In the clear and burn-
ed.
PUTS OUT FIRE.
Mrs. Edward Bringliurst Proves Her
Self-Possession.
Finding herself alone In the house
with a fire in the bath room, demand-
ing quick action, Mrs. Eklward H.
Bringhurst, of 020 Kentucky avenue,
prevented possible loss from firs yes-
terday afternoon by throwing pails
Of water on the blazing curtains and
rug in the bath todrn. The curtains
on the windows of her bath room
caught fire from a small stove While
Mrs. Bringhurat was dressing. Rush-
ing out into the house to find help
or to have the fire department noti-
fied, she found that she was alone.
Realising that loss of time might be
fatal headway, she fought It alone
and extinguished it after the cur-
tains and rug were burned.
QUARTER OF MILLION
TO PROTECT ITS BONDS.
A mortgage from the Mergenehaler-
Horton Basket- cot:ninny to the G:obe
Rank and Trust company has been
tiled In county court. It mortgagee
the rectory to the bank for $?5.0.0.00
for the benefit of MortiMge bon&
hoklere. Bonds of this egnount were
limited by the budget 00411peay.
WEATHER FORECAST.
FALIM".
Generally fair tonight and Sisturday
slightly cooler. Highest temperature
yesterday, 88; lowest today, 07.
DEATH FROM HEAT.
Belleville, Ill., March 22.—
Peter Rock, overcome by heat
yesterday, will die. The temper-
ature rose to 97 degrees in the
shade.
JEWISH MASSACRE.
Bucharest, .March .22.—The
situation In Roumania is assum-
ing proportions as serious as
the assassinations in Bessarabia,
which shocked the world. The
aroused peasants, who hitherto
-have refrained from killing, are
now blood mad. Every Jew, who •
offers the slightest resistance is
put to death instantly. In the
last 24 hours 7:s murders have
been reported and 300 Jews are
badly wounded,
BURTON IS OUT.
Ironton, Mo., March 22.—For-
met- United Matto Senator Bur-
ton, of Kansas, left the county
jail this morning, after moving
a sentence of six months for
practicing before the departments
at Washington, while a senator.
He went to his home at Abilene,
Kansas.
CANAL GOVERNMENT.
Washington, March 22.—
Presid .nt Roosevelt has signed
an executive order, providing for
wholesale changes in the local
government of the Canal zone.
Five municipal governmenta,
which now exist in the zone,
will be replaced by administrg.
tire districts, under direct con-
trol of the canal commissioners.
alunkepal government is found
to be wholly unsatisfactory.
NAVY YARD FIRE.
Pensacola Fla., March 22.—
Heavy loss was sustained today
by the burning of building No.
1, of the Pensacola navy yards.
Machinere and equipment, for
the gunboats Gloucester, Mel*
and He Luzon were destroyed.
STALLED ON TRACK.
Detroit, March 22.--Nine
persona were injured, two fatal-
ly, today when an electric car be-
came stalled at the crossing of
the Michigan Central railroad.
The car was filled with working-
men and children and was prae-
tically cut in two by a railroad
engine. The gateman blames the
street car crew for the accident.
TOWN GUTTED.
Randolph, Mass., March 22.—
Fire threatened to wipe out the
center of this city today which
was saved only after aid' sumo
mooed from Boothe, arrived.
The Warren House, Plant Royal
Shoe company and six other
structures were destroyed, en-
tailing a heavy loos.
IRVIN S. COBB IN
HARRY THAW 'CASE
He Makes Affidavit and Pro-
duces Prisoner's Note.
Seven Experts Declare That Thaw
Is Still Insane and Court.
(lives Heed.
WILL DECIDE NEXT MONDAY
New York, March 29.-- That tier-
ry Kendall Thaw is hopelessly in-
item), and that his dismissal would
constitute a menace to the public,are
the sworn statements of seven well-
known allenists, whose affidavits
were prepared yesterday, and Jus-
tice Fitzgerald took the bench at
2:03 p. m. to hear them.
The experts' affidavits are supple-
mented by one sworn to by Irvin S.
Cobb, a newspaper reporter, who
has been "covering" the Thaw trial
for the New York World. It was
Cobb to whom Thaw handed his in-
coherent note after Evelyn Nesbit
Thaw told her harrowing story on
the witness -stand.
Mr. Cobb in his affidavit, sets
forth the facts connected with
Thaw's dramatic manner of issuing
his statement concerning Mr. Je-
rome's cross-examination of Evelyn
Thaw. All these factyvere narrated
at the time—the insistence of Thaw
that Mr. Cobb should sign and seal
an envelope containing the original
of the statement and compare the
original with the typewritten copies
which were subsequently handed to
him for distribution among the oth-
er newspaper men at the trial.
Justice Fitzgerald on convening
court today excused. the Thaw jury
until Wednesday morning at 1.1
o'clock. All Thaw's relatives were In
court. Thaw's attorneys were busy
preparing affidavits and statements to
be handed to Justice Fitzgerald to-
morrow to offeet Jerorne's demand
for a Lunacy commission.
Court was in session less than an
hour. Deimos for the defense, stated
that their answer to Jerome's prop-
osition was not ready. Fitzgerald al-
lowed both sides until Saturday af-
ternoon to file such affidavits as
they desire with the clerk of the
court. By Monday Fitzgerald is ex-
pected to be ready to announce his
decision.
Jerome pleaded today for permis-
sion to examine Dr. Hamilton orally.
but In tits absence of waiver of pro-
fesaional privilege on the part of
the defense, Fitzgerald said he
would not allow the doctor to be ex-
amined further at this time.
Fitzgerald added significantly that
he would take judicial notice of ev-
erything which had been adduced in
evidence during the nine weeks of
the trial.
Dr. Hamilton yesterday testified
in his opinion Thaw is not at pree-
(Continued on page four.)
ORD FELLOWS TO DECIDE
ON HOME NEXT THURSDAY.
At a meeting of Mangum lodge' of
Odd Fellows last evening It was de-
cided to Invite other Odd Fellow
lodges in Paducah to meet in special
session Thursday night March 2at.
to consider purchasing a site for an
(WO Fellows' temple. Meows. Albert
Mayer, John G. Olinckliff, and C. G.
Kelley, inspected twelve locations and
will report the prices and details of
the propositions when the lodges
meet.
City Beautiful Pictures Will
Be Shown on Fourth Street
Object lessons in the "City Beau-
tiful" will be ftirnished by a com-
mittee of the civic department of the
Woolen's club, one of the espeelal
works of which is the Improvement
lot yards. it has arranged an attrac-
itive and practical exhibitlen of the
iwork it desires to be done In Padu-
cah, for tomorrow night down town.
,Crn North Fourth street. between
Broadway and Jefferson street, a se-
ries of stereopticon pictures will be
thrown during the early part of the
evening when hundreds of people
are down the street on their regular
Saburday night shopping and pleas-
ure-seeking expeditions. These views
Cr. 60 in number and many of them
are beautifully colored. They will
show the practical improvements as
effected In both the small and the
large yard and will reach and appeal
to many perhaps, that a lecture on
the work could not., beside. giving
much pleasure. The pictures will be
tbrewn by Mr. W C. Malone. man-
ager of Wallace Pilfit. The views are
all from the Civic Improvement
battalion of Cleveland, 0., and are
fine in their representations. The
packages of flower seeds for the prize
yardi haveall been distributed among
the school children, and these views
'May give them some idea how to
plan their work.
SPRING HOUSECLEANING.
Man at the Phone: "I don't think, dear, I'll be home to dinner tonight."
—Chicago Inter Nook
SCHOOL TRUSTEE
RACE IN EARNEST
At Least Two Candidates For
Democratic Nomination In
Each Ward: in Some Cases
Four or Five
NO ONE OUT FOR COUNCILMAN
Candidates for school trustees have
been selected by the city Democratic
executive eonunittee, but as yet no
candidates for councilmen or alder-
men have been ,selected. The follow-
ing are the candidates for school
t ruetee:
First Ward—J. M. Byrd,. C. W.
Morrison, T. M. Nance, T. H. Clay-
ton.
Second Ward— B. T. Davis, Ben
Weil le.
Third Ward—Frank C. Boone, S.
H. Winstead.
Fourth Ward— George La Moore,
J. A. pole, Harry George, L. L.
Jones.
Fifth Ward—Albert Metcalf, Lem
Butler,
Sixth Ward.—Charles King, Jack
Shehan, M. S. Pierce, H. Beam.
Three of these candid'at'es are at
present members of the board, J. M.
Byrd, AThert Metcalf and B. T. Da-
vis. Col. Joe Potter paid his entrance
fee today, but City Engineer Wia_h-
ington still holds back.
PADUCAH DAY AT
JAMESTOWN SHOW
"Paducah Day." at the Jamestown
exposition will be Thursday. August
22. The Commercial club, to which
the communication from the board of
governor of the exposition was re-
ferred by Mayor Yelser, decided on
this date, at an enthusiastic meeting
last night, and Informed the board
of governors. Arrangements for local
participation in the events of the
day have not been planned, but it is
certain many business men and a
delegation representing the Com-
mercial club. besides city officials,
will go.
Tramper Wolter* Not Found.
The bodies of two tramps Imp-
owlet." to have been killed in the
wreck at Graham, 80 miles above
Paducoh, were never discovered, end
the Paducah wrecking crew h
turned after oickittg up the 17 cars
ditched. The tramps were seen rid-
ing In a c,ote, ear, one of whit+ was
wrecked. et Depot% ti aUSIon one
Iand a half mem north of Grikana.
DETAILS OF PLAN
TO BREAK PRISON
One Man Was to Play Sick So
That Others Night Be Tnrn
ed Out of Cells in Jail Wed-
nesday Morning
KELLOCK REMAINS A MYSTERY.
The calm after the storm hae been
broken, and now that the "oat's out
of the bag" details of the planned
jail delivery for Wednesday morning
have been secured by Jailer James
Daker.
"George G-oodman, a prisoner
charged with stealing a watch, has
been 111. His part of the game was
to take suddenly 114—to have a fit, I
believe—Wednesday morning and
have the jail cage turned. earlier than
usual," said the jailer. "We usually
turn the cage about 8:30 or 9 o'clock
in the morning to let the prisoners
out for exercise, and they were
shrewd enough to know that the cook,
or probably Turnkey Howie or my-
self, would have gone to the smoke
house early in the morning anti dis-
covered the hole. To preclude this.
they desired to have the cage turned
early, before the smoke house was
visited.
"The damage done by Jimmie Tay-
lor in attempting to dig through the
wall has been repaired. His father
telephoned me that be woubd stand
the expense, but there was little to
it. Mr. Marker Smedley came op
with a bucket of mortar and fixed the
hole in a few moments."
Kennett Is a Mystery.
Charles Kelkok is Still unidentified
--at least the pollee will give out
nothing about what they have learn-
ed. He is fearful of identification
and keeps In the dark corner of his
pen. Patrolman Aaron Hurley west
to him to get a look but Matlock was
inn bborn
"What you want to Ree me for'!"
tie inquired. Hurley used every pos-
sible means to get a view and finally
when he told the prisoner that he
would bare the cage turned and
"knock his block off," he came to
the light and removed the bandana
handkerchief from his face.
The pollee are diligently working
to mortal/1 witether Kellock is
wanted elsewhere.
PADUCAH MATRON FIRST
WOMAN TO ATTEND 0. R. C.
The honor of being the first wom-
an delegate from the state of Ken-
tecky to the annual meeting of rho
Order of Railway Conductors falls to
Paducah matron, Mrs. 0. H. Bla-
ney, of 626 Clark street, wife of the
popular Illinois Central ceneuetor.
She wu elected unanimously and
will go to the meeting to be held in
Memphis in May.
STEAMBOAT CLERK
FIGHTS STOWAWAY
In Darkness Down in Hull ot
Dick Fowler Where Desper-
ate Stranger Is Hiding to
Avoid Paying Fare
FRANK MOLINBKI IlLiMa  NERVE.
Down in the dark hull of the
steamer Dick Fowler, a fight occur-
red yesterday while the boat was
near Joppa, between Frank Molinaki,
second clerk, and a white stowaway.
When the boat left Paducah yester-
day morning, a rough-looking white
man took deck passage to Cairo. As
Molinsici was nra.king his rounds tak-
ing up tickets, he was told by this
deck passenger that be was working
his way down by asaisting the cook.
While the second clerk was gone to
verify his statements, the deck .paa-
senger bid in the hull of the boat.
After searching for a while Molinaki
finally went down into the hold to
search for him. He came upon the
stowaway in a corner arid received
blow on the shoulder which sent him
against a post. Rising quickly he
brought his own Ilets into play and
soon had the stowaway's face looking
dike a harrow had been run over it.
Molineki was able to light to advant-
age from his perfect knowledge of
every inch of the hull, even in the
dark, as every day something calls
him down there. The stowaway
stumbling around over the timbers,
though a much larger man, was pun-
ished heavily. He WEIR brought up
on deck and It was found that he was
armed. Why be did not use his
weapons is not known. lie paid his
fare and was allowed. to continue the
trip to Cairo, but a close watch was
kept on his movements. He would
not give his name, and the officers
on the boat hod ao disposition to
turn him over to lie authorities.
DEATH OF W. A. COX.
Well Known Resident Pauses Away
in This City.
W. A. Coo 52 rears old, born in
Medial n eou n t y. died of eti here ta loafs
yeeterday afternoon at 4:26 o'clock
at his home on Eighth street near
Flournoy street. He resided for
years near Maxon Mill and is an -
vivwd by a wife, six sons and six
daughters. The tenorsl was field
this morning at 10 o'clock. The bur-
ial was in MoKendree cemetery n the
county.
Lime, P. Milner Die*.
James P. Glitner, of Uniontown.
Ill,, died of crimple-afloat* this morn-
ing at the age of 63 He leaves a
wife seven sons and one daughter.
The body will be buried this after-
'noon It 4 o'clock at Mt. Sterlingcemetery in Millet&
BAD CHECK PASSED
ON PADUCAH BANK
Mayfield Man Gets sat) From
American German
Indorsement of S. B. Gotre Name on
Bark Oronoueced Forgery By
That Geutlensan.
CARMAN II _ UNDER ARREST
Simplicity marked the scheme by
which J. M or Charles Ottoman, a
young man of Mayfield, is alleged to
have worked off a worthless check
on the Americau-German National
bank for $50 this morning, fraudu-
lently using the name of Sam B. Gott,
the Fourth Street saloonkeeper, as
indorser. The fraud was discovered
about noon and shortly after dinner
Garman was arrested on market by
Detective Raker. He had $47.85 of
the money on his person. He is held
under bond of $5,04) for obtaining
money by false pretenses, but Police
Judge Cross says a charge of forgery
will be preferred in a warrant to-
morrow.
Oa man appeared In the Finn Na-
al-abenk-othis•-m'orntao abd 'Infer
Teller William Wright that he wish-
ed to write a check on the First Na.'
tional bank of Mayfield. .hir. Wright
wrote out a check for $50 ka direct-
ed, erasing the word "Paducah" and
inserting the word "Mayfield" after
the name of the bank. He informed
Mr. Carman that he would require
security. Carman asked if Gott
would do anti was answered in the
affirmative.
Carman went out and returned
shortly with J. M. Carman, signed at
the bottom of the check and the name
of S. B. Gott indorsed on the back.
Mr. Wright, however, told Ciatialaan
he was not acquainted with Gott'a
signature, and the check would bet-
ter be cashed where Gott does busi-
aelta.
That is the American-Gorman
bank and Carman proceeded there.
The check was coshed without par-
ley.
A short time afterward Edward
McNeill, clerk in Gkot's restaurant,
made a deposit at the bank and on
being asked about the check grew
suspicious. He took It to Mr Gott
who said he had not signed it. Than
the warrant was sworn out for Car-
man's arrest.
Carman told Detectives Baker and
Moore that he had met Mr. Gott on a
street car and staked for a loan. Mr.
Gott had indorsed the check for him.
Mr. Gott says he haa seen Carman,
but is not well acquainted with him.
Carman goo; by the name of Chas,
Carman.
POSTOFFICE EMPLOYER
OP PADUCAH REME3IBERED
Twenty-nine men employed in the
civil service here will be effected by
an act, of congress, iteitIch goes into
effect July 1. They are thirteen city
carriers, ten postal clerks in the
postoffice and six rtneri mail carriers.
The cougreasloaal act rains salaricis
and city carrier* will receive after
July I, $9.00 instead of $8,50 per
annum. Clerks will receive various
salaries, the maximum being 11.200
fixed on the iength of service Six
rural mail carriers will receivs $900
instead of $730.
OFF FOR PHILIPPINES
IN SERVICE OF UNCLE SAM.
Job H. Alien, a well known re(ali
clerk in Poducah has enlisted in the
army through Sergeant Blake, of the
10011.1 recruiting office, and was ac-
cepted with J. H. Harper, of Folsom-
dale, by Captain W. L. 'Reed yester-
day. Allen will go to the Philippine
islands Immediately as will Harper.
They will leave tonight for Jefferson
barracks in St. Louis for a brief pre-
limidary training.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, 0., March 211,—
Wheat, 79; corn, 11) 1-11; Oita,
47,
WOMAN'S CLUB MAY BORROW
MONEY TO RMAIR HOME.
Amended articles of incorptiratIon
of the Woman's club have been flied
Permitting the club to mortgage it.
property to raise runes, and fixing
the highest amount of Indebtedness
at $1,000.
•
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Headache and Sleeplessness
M&&(
Mrs. G. W. Rorer, of Rock*
vine ()enter, L, I., suffered
so from headaches and ner=
vous trouble that she sould
not sleep.
She has failed RI derive any benefit
from the many other remedies The tried.
She has been cempletely cured and re-
stored to health, and now enjoys restful
sleen, thanks to DUFFY'S PURE
MALT WHISKEY.
Mrs. Rorer is 64 years of age and
casaot say too much in praise of this
„teat family medicine.
"I have been a constant sufferer
from hir—lache and nervous troubles,
sclmethres king awake at night. I saw
your advertisement in the paper and
made up my mind tc try your medicinal
whi;key, and it cl;c1 me so much good
that I continued it, but now only take
it in the evening and at noon time. I
think that it is better than any medicine
I can get. I have not had the doctor
once since I commenced using it. I
thank you again and again for the good
it has done me. My age is 64 yew's."
—AIRS. G. W. RORER, Rockville
Centre, L. I., Dec..3, 1906.
The above unsolicited testimonial of
Mrs. Rorer is similar in its words of
praise to many letters received daily
from men and women throughout the
world, in all walks of life, who have
been permanently cured by DUFFY'S
PURE MALT WHISKEY, the great-
est of all medicines.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
Is recognized everywhere as the unfailing speciEc for the cure of consumption, nervousness, typhoid,, raalaria, every formof stomach trouble, all dieeases of the throat w.-.d luegs, ar.d all run down and weakened conditions of the brain and -cady. It'snores youthful vigor to the old by nourishing and feeding the vitelferces of life, and maintains the &at and strength ' theyoung. It is a food already digested. It is prescribed by doctor: of all schools, is used in all the leading ieweitais of the world,and is recognized as a family medicine every, where. It is absclutely pure. Medical advice and a valuable illustrated booklet ondiseases sent free. Our guarantee is on every bottle.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey Is sold by all first-class druggists, grocers and dealer,, or direct, in sealed bottles only. Price$1.00. Sec that the "Old Chemist " is on the label. Look :sr il carelully, and refuse substitutes. It Will cure youafter all other remedies have faile.d. Duo- Malt Whiskey Co.. kw-nester. S. Y.
FATHER FINDS MISSING Gnu,.
Bickford, Who Disappeared
From South Bend. Located.
---
Laporte. Ind . Nfarch 22.—Viola
Bickford, the 17-year-old grl who
mysteriously disappeared from the
home of A. Valroff at South Bend,
where she was visiting, three weeks
ego. was located here today by her
father, B. W. Bickford, of Fort
Wayne, who took her home with him.
Her only explanation for disappear-
ing was that she couldn't endure
home her irents baying separ-
ated.
Chit Kentucky
BOTH PHONES 54*
TO=NIGHT
A Volcanic Eruption of Laughter.
Twenty-eighth Annual Tour.
RICHARD 86 PRINGLE
Famous Georgia
MINSTRELS
414—Celebrated Fun Makers-40
14)—Big New and Novel As-1'O
20—Sweet-Voiced Choral Court-20
THE 111G 8 COMEDIANS.
Clarence Powell, Fred Simpson,
laater Mclaniels, Frank kirk,
Eimer (lay, Lee Wilt on.
Beautiful Scenic and Electrical Kited a
Gorgeous Street Parade.
Pricee-23, 30 and 75c.
Entire balcony reserved for colored
patrons.
MATINEE A'silD NIGHT.
Saturday, March 23
The
Mack=Leone Co
In
"Brown's
in Town"
THE FUNNIEST OF ALL
FARCE COMEDIES— A
LAUGH EVERY MINUTE
Presented by
Willard Mack and Mande Leone and
a comapany Of. Superlative artists .
Priees. Matinee:—Children, be,
Adults, 25e.
Night:-15e, 25e, 35e and 50e,
TODAY'S MARKETS
Lettuce 2 bunches 15C
Parsnips  5c quart
Turnips  10c gal.
Sweet potatoes 60c bu.
Irish potatoes 80c bit.
Sassafras  Sc bunch.
toung onions  2 bunches Sc.
Greens
Beets 
Radishes 
Ce:err ......
Strawberries ......
Grape fruit 
Banans 
Oranges 15 to 40c Doz.
Apples 40c Ora
Chickens •  45 to 75c
Turkeys  1,5c lb.
Rabbits
Eggs  
latter
Ham 
Sausage 
sard • t • 12
!PLANS TO UNITE cintRellom
DISCUSSED AT CONVENTION
Chicago, March 22.— Iwo hun-
dred and fifty delegates from al:
portions of the United States and
representing upwards of 1,000,000
members of the Congregational,Meth
°dist, Protesant, and United Breth-
ren &larches, met in conference at
the Union Park Congregational
church yesterday morning with a
view to the consolidation of their de-  10c bunch. nominations. The morning session2 bunches 15c was taken up by reorganizing the2 bunches 16c. conference, which is an adjourned....2 bunches for 15c Session of a meeting held in Dayton,....3 for 25c O., in February, 1906. Another Bea-n for 25c sten was held last, night and the10c doz. conference will last through Friday.
Whether the consolidation shall be
an organic union or merely a federa-
tion of the churches is a matter to
be decided on first and should a on-
15c each ion be agreed upon committees will15e dos.
 30e lb
17c lb.
11.)c lb.
then work on the proposition of a
name for the united churches, arti-
cles of faith and other features.
1-2c lb PILES CURED IN C TO 14 DAYS.PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed togotism is the thunder that card- cure any case of Itching, Blind,
Bleeding or Protruding Piles In 6 to
es the milk of human kintinees. 14 days or money refunded. 60e.
The
Ladies
Spring Oxfords
WE are sho,wing this year the swellest we
have ever brought to Paducah. The
short vamp, plain or cap toe, patent, tan, gun
metal and kid are all at ROCK'S in the very
latest styles.
We have pumps in all styles to suit any
taste, and they fit the foot perfectly.
We are making a display irc-our window of
a few styles, and have many more inside.
We will be pleased to show you our line.
We fit your foot
scientifically
.3Z11111111t0A0vvAY. PADUCAH AY
BRADSHAW OFFER
IS TURNED DOWN
Asks City litnre Than Coun-
cil *re Willing to ;Give
Vildening of Bruduay for Sidewalks
May Have To Be Done By
Condenoustion.
AN"rhroy PISTOL OR.DINANCE
The general council met as a
committee of the whole last evening,
preceding the meeting of the board
of aldermen, and rejected a proposi-
tion submitted by W. F. Bradshaw,
Sr., to sell property he owns on
Broadway to widen the street be-
fore sidewalks can be built. He
wanted 75 cents the lineal foot,
while other residents agree to give
the city the necessary property.
The meeting lasted but a few min-
utes.
Board of Aldermen! ,
When the board of aldermen con-
vened last night President Palmer
and Aldermen Baker were absent,
and Alderman Ed Hannan was elect-
ed president pro tem.
An amicable agreement with the
Illinois Central, road relative to sew-
erage estimates was concurred in.
Several alleys in bad shape were
referred to the board of public
works.
Mayor Yeiser presented an invi-
tation to the city to name a "Padu-
cah Day" at the Jamestown exposi-
tion. He suggested that the board
extend thanks, which carried. May-
or Yeiser will refer the matter to
the Commenclal club to furtber
consider It.
The 0. L. Gregory Vinegar com-
pany asked for sidewalks from Broad
way to Kentucky avenue on Elev-
enth street. The petition was filed.
Residents on Dighth street be
tween Washington and Jones streets
asked that no concrete pavements
be built there. They claim they are
not able to pay for the improvement.
The mayor thought the improvemeut
should be mule. The petition was re-
ferred to the joint street commit-
tee.
The rules of the general council
were ordered revised.
A lot in Oak Grove cemetery was
deeded to the Home of the Friend-
less. ,
The matter of paving South Fifth
street from Norton street to Hus-
bands street was referred.
The paving of Bridge street was
referred.
Water main extensions from Fif-
teenth street to Sixteenth street on
Clay Street was ordered.
Several deeds and transfers of
lots in Oak Grove cemetery were
ratified.
Finance Report.
The report of the joint finance
committee for salaries and accounts
was received and filed.
Saloon Licensee.
J. M. Rickman, 1814 Bridge
street applied for a retail saloon li-
cense. A petition for and against the
Issue of the license was read In or-
der. The Rev. Calvin M. Thompson
represented the latter.
Speeches were limited to five min-
utes. License lost.
Jewel Bros., 1001 North Sixth
street retail liquor dealer's license.
Petitions for and against the issueof a license were read. License re-
fused.
A. T. Sullivan, 1513 Broad street,g ranted.
J. M. Rickman's and Jewel Bros.'
deposits with the treasurer for sa-toon licenses, were refuned.
Ordinances.
For the Improvement of Paxton
street in Littleville. First passage.
Ordinance for sidewalks on Far-
'ey Place. First passage.
Ordinance for sidewalks on Sev-
enteenth street from Broadway to
Jefferson street. First passage.
Ordinance regulating the driving
of cattle through the streets of thecity of Paducah. First reading. The
rule was suspended and the ordi-
nance given second reading.
Ordinance for the Improvement of
Broadway Sidewalks from Fifteenth
street to Twenty-fifth street, exclud-
ing that portion not properly dedi-
cated. First passage.
An ordinance to grade and gravel
Nineteenth street from Broadway to
the Mayfield road, except one block
already improved. First reading.
Action in refusing Jewell Bros.'
liquor license, was reconsidered and
the application held up until the
next meeting
A petition against sidewalks on
South Seventh sitreet from
Street to Jackson street, was
ed arid tiled, and refetred
street committee.
On motion of Alderman
Jones
rece I v -
to the
P.
You Have Heard No Outcry
About the Impurities of Beer
With all the hue and cry about the im-
purities in foods arid- medicines and
liquors no one has found anything that
suggested impurity in the good beers.
There is nothing. Belvedere complies
with all requirements of the pure food
laws of the U. S. A. and of the state of
Kentucky. It's a liquid food.
All the Time Drink Belve=
dere, the Paducah Beer
The Padt!cah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.
ABSOLUTE PURE AND WHOLESOME.
S.t. ..110.111oreat salanaamorita•
THEATRICAL NOTES
In
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Georgia alenstrela.
order to appreciate the import-
of the Claims of the managers
of Richards & Pringle's Famous
Georgia Minstrels, that they have the
largest and best equipped minstrel
snow ever given by negro talent, a
visit to the Kentucky tonight will
Convince the most critical judges
that they have eclipsed all former
seasons in the way of novelties. Ev-
er on the alert to grasp opportuni-
ties, they have brought together an
entire new company, from the prop-
erty man _up to the leading artists,
only retaining from former seasons
the famous Clarence Powell. All
others are new faces and a program
of rare excellence is promised.
' Return of Favorites.
Mr. Willard Mark and Miss Maude
Leone together with their fine com-
pany, who concluded a week's en-
gagement here last Saturday. will
return to the Kentucky on Esaturday.
March 23, matinee and night, when
they will produce that great comedy
"Brown's in Town." This is berond
doubt one of the funniest plays ever
produced on the local stage, and is
one big laugh from beginning to end.
The management of the Kentucky
has secured Mr. Mack and his com-
pany for another week and they will
open on Monday night, March 25, I
a great three-act comedy, "The
Green Eyed Monster", when ladies
will be admitted free On the usual
condition"
Will Declare Laming Nominee,
Frankfort, Ky., March 22—Chair-
man Will A. Young, of the Demo-
cratic committee of the Sixth Ap-
pellate district, today authorized the
statement that there will be a meet-
ing of the committee held in Cov-
ington on Friday, March 29 next, at
1 o'clock. The purpose of the meet-
ing is to declare Judge John M.
Leasing, of Boone county, the nomi-
nee of the party for the appellate
judgeship to succeed the Hon. Thom-
as H. Paynter, whose place Judge
Lassing Is now filling, by appoint-
ment. IAst Monday, March 18, was
the last day candidates could have
entered the race. The primary elec-
tion, now to be formally called off
because of the fact that there Is but
one candidate, WRB to have linen
held April 2 next.
W. C. T. U. Have Split.
Cleveland, 0., March 22. —Faction-
al th reel tens In the Cleveland W.
U. Mrs. A. E. Crossrnan today
declared Pot deeeping the union's
at home, to be used In a cru-
sade for social uplifting, instead of
sending it to pay the Indebtedness of
the Frances Willard temple in Chi-
cago. "We can never pay off that
immense debt," slid Mrs. ;Croastnan.
H "The rental of the ground atone Is
war
C. T.
money
Stewart an ordinance Was ordered $60.000 a 'VA!, Rad tb's Marshallprohibiting the sale of toy pistols. Ind& estate bokls $ 130 4. (W) meet-
on'01,0  the building There hi large
bonded indebted, besides."
Subscribe for The Sea. ,
'IlUttfill.ARS LIVE IN CHURCHEH CAIRO 'WILL TAKE PART
IN I. 0. 0. F. CELEBRATION.Prisoner Confesses Robbery of Cons-
verse Monte In Greenwich. Ottleo, Ill., will attend the annual
of the Interstate Odd Fel-
Greenwich, Conn., March 22.-- !nerving
/owe' association at Metropolis, April
Chief of Police Ritch believes that
the perpetrators of the ten burglaries
that have taken place here reeently
have been making their headqueirteni
during the day time In the chnechee.
26, and wil: send a delegation T'of
probably 50% it was reported _ftset
Cairo had withdrawn with other
southern Illinois cities and joined
the Southern Illinois association. It
Evidence that they had been making
them a lodging place has been found,I,has developed that only a few smaller
towns have joined the latter associa-
both in the Episcopal and Congrega-/
ton. The breach in the interstatetional churches. In the t pleeival
organization was caused by a refusalchurch the rear door was forced and
the cuslviona.of the pews and otheri9f.  Paducah committees to
furnishings were found cli-tributed in airl‘uaf r"ling lest
isuch a manner as to indicate that after all arrangements had
some one had been using the piece made
for housekeeping.
offertory Plates,
boxes had been robbed and that four
It was discovered that the poor
two of them rileer eta
and highly valued because they were
the property of the first Episcopal
church in Greenwich in the early pert
of the eighteenth century, had Teekit
taken.
The Cctgregational church it was
found, wcs entered by a cellar win-
dow, and the same condition obtained
Inside as in the
Reliable Seed.
Flower seed; for fine flowers. Veit-
Isle seed for good vegetables.
poe.-
year
been
World's Pair prize mixture, grass
seed for a nice lawn, at 0. L. Brim-
eon & Co.
Ifr"
CU LAO ,1B 4,00 often but an ancient
error.
KILL'' COUCH IFeldsconal ehnireh. IAD CURE TuE LUNC8They made a descent upon the estate 
of E. C. Converse, the steel mall, and
broke into the office of his farm. An
attempt was made to ripen the safe New1 
and the combination was ruined. A
WITH Dr. King's
Discovery
OL
UG
S Fres 
r.N$ and 150e & $ 00
T J.
revolver, articles of clothing, money 
C 
ONSUMPTION Priesfrom the cash drawer, and clothing FOR O 
0were taken. The police arrested a f
suspicious looking Polander. He con- I Surest ,.mid Quickest Cure for allteased to having committed the Oon- t1 THROAT and LUNG TROUP.- IliLES, or MONEY BAWL.verse robbery. amt 
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located al
Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
*Welk
W. F. Paxton.
President
IL Rudy, P. Puryear
Cashier. Astristant Cashier,
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Incs•rporst•d
Capital ..• ,   $100,000Surplus e • .  50,000Stockholders liability .. I. • .  100,000
Total security to depositors $230,000Accounts of indivIdt als and firms solicited. We appreciatesmall as well as large di mottoes and accord to all the samecourteous treatment.
Tropp's...0 Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 6 OCLOCK.
Third and Broadway
1
e ..1 A;L: 1 ,:
6
e
e• -
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Jhades and yaneies
THE first warm days suggest lighter garments, especially to the woman does it suggest her Spring Suit, Spring Dresses, etc.,and naturally she is looking for the prettiest and most serviceable materials to choose for herself; so we nowhail you with
our magnificent showing of this quality materials to select from. We are showing our new line of Dress materials that has no equal in Paducah and
invite all who want Quality and Style to mark their Spring Garments, to come down and make a selection.
Yanet( Sress Vgaterials
50c Fine line all colors Panamas for skirts or suits.
50c Wool Taffita Plaids in fine effects.
50c Renfro Suitings, in a variety of check and stripes.
60c All-wool Crepe Egypta in all Spring shades.
59C All-wool Tamise in all shades.
750 38-in, wide wool Taffitas in a magnificent assortment of de-
signs to choose from.
85c Chiffon Panamas 44 in. wide in all colors.
$1.00 Noveta Cloths, 44 in. wide, a superb suiting for Spring.
Zlaek Sres. Vgaterials
WE are exceptionally strong on blacks, in summer
weigh materials. Black dress goods have always
been one of our feature lines and this Spring we are pre-
pared to show you a greater assortment of Cloths than
hitherfore. Prices from 50C to $2.50 a yard. Blacks
that are Black, and represent quality, Voilles, Panamas,
Chiffon Panamas, Marquisettes, English Twines, Wool
Taffetas, Tamise, Mohairs, Chiffon Panamas. Noveta Cloth,
Etc.
Yawl Sress 2tateria1s
$1.00 English Checks and Mixtures, quite a nobby cloth.
$1.25 Mervellaux Cloth, 48 in. wide, an ideal Spring suiting.
$1.50 Chiffon Panamas of extra quality in all shades.
$1.50 Fancy Chalon Panama Mohair suitings in
shadings.
$1.00 to $1.95 An extraordinary showing of
Marquisette-the much might for material
women.
500 A complete line of Mohairs, in all shades, the
ever offeied you at this price.
all variety of
new Fabric-
by the tasty
best quality
o
ROTTEN
CONDITION OF RAILROADS PRO-
DUCM PANIC.
Stativesant Fish Tells Students of
School of Finance--About
Two Cent Fares.
Philadelphia, March 22.- Stuy-
vesant Fish in an address before the
students of Wharten School of Fl-
nance.paid particular attention to
the recent flurry in stocks. He de-
clared President Roosevelt's investi-
gation of railroad conditions "Dad
nothing to do with the cause of the
recent slump in stocks. It was the
res%11. of.. rotten C9.12di4ion in rail-
road circles, he dec:ared. He said
legislation Inaugurated by Roosevelt
had been largely beneficial. Regu-
lation of rates so that there can be
no discrimination is perfectly fair
and proper, and I am satisfied that It
should be done he added. At the con-
clusion of his address Fish answered
such questions as the students put
to him.
Amon- others was one as to whe-
ther railroads can stand two cent
fare throughout the country. His re-
p:y was that the railroads need mon-
ey and it must be provided through
collection of fares. He said the de2
mend of public for fast train ser-
vice, made an expense upon Compa-
nies that cannot he met by the pay-
ment of smaller fares. Of course
some of the roads could stand it,
.while others resold not,
No Carnival Thie Spring.
Because carnival companlee or ant
magnitude Will not issaide the central
portion of the United Stales until
middle 'rummer, Paducah %ill have no
carnixal this year. The promoters
of • spring carnival here have beets
unable to secure a company to fern-
lab att ralatillatta. In may, tm month
favored.
BONDS TO PAY DIVIDENDS.
May Become host Art in Illinois
Railroad Systems.
Springfield, III., March 22.-Righ
finance in the railroad property of
companies incorporated under the
Illinois laws wi:1 be difficult to exe-
cute, if the legislature sees fit to pass
a bill drawn by W. H. Boys, chair-
man of the railroad and warehouee
commission, to be introduced in the
senate tomorrow by Senator Gard-
ner. This is the measure ts give the
railroad and warehouse commission
supervision of the issues of capital
stock wlth authority to restrict the
lame to the actual needs of the oc-
caston for which it is supposed to Pe
Issued.
First District Assessments.
Frankfort, Ky., March 22.- The
state board of equalization today
took preliminary action as to the
assessment of property in the coun-
ties of the First appellate district.
The board will begin hearing com-
plaints from counties during the
first week in April, and will con-
tinue from day to day after that
time until it completes its labors.
For preliminary action the board ac-
cepted the assessment as made in
the following counties in the above
districts: First, Caldwell, Calloway,
Fulton, Graves, Hopkins, Livingston,
Lyon, Marshall Union and Webster.
In this district it ordered raises as
follows: Ballard, 10 per cent, on
farm land and personality; Carlisle,
5 per cent, on farm land and per-
sonalty; Christian, 5 per cent, on
farm lands and personalty: Critten-
den, 5 per cent, on farm and and
personally; Hickman. 5 per cent on
farm land and personalty. and Trigg
5 per cent, on farm land and person-
alty. The recapitulation book of Mc-
Cracken county, the only other
county in this distriet„ has not yet
come in, and the board will pa* up-
on It latb
Between airships and submarine
beats, the coming reaeratIon won't
be on the level.
RIVER NEWS
River Stage..
Cairo  45.5 0.6
Chattanooga 7.7 0.7
Cincinnati 57.5 2.3
Evansville 43.7 0.2
Florence  7.5 0.7
JohnsonvileC  17.1 1.1.,
Louisville .. 34.6 0.9
Mt. Carmel 23.0 0.1
Nashville 19.7 4.7
Pittsburg .. 4.6
St. Louis 16.4 0.7
Mt. Vernon  44.2 0.7
Paducah 41.4 0.7
rise
fall
fall
rise
fall
fell
fall
rise
fall
fail
fall
rise
rise
Steil the water comes, fairy like
without any 'source visible to Padu-
cabana. No local. rains are reeponei.
Ide and for a spurt in tbe upper Ohio
to be felt so largely down here. it is
no wonder that Pittsburg and other
cities were swamped. However, the
Wabash, Tennessee, C u mber I a nd and
Mississippi rivers have ale contribut-
ed something to the remarkable Mt-
uation.
The river rose .7 of a foot since
yesterday morning. The stage tibia
morning was 41.4. The government
prediction indicates that a stand
probably wilk be reached Sunday
around a stage of 42. feet; but 14 Is
more likely to be 43 or more feet.
March 22 last year the stage was
24.6. It maker; rlvermen shudder to
tbtnk what would happen should the
weather veer around to a rainy
spell.
The Buttorff arrived last night at
midnight from Charksville and left
this morning at 5 o'clock with good
trips be& ways.
The City of Saltillt) will leave St
Louis Saturday afternoon for the
Tennessee river, arriving here Mon-
day morning.
The Stotts arrived yesterday from
,the Tennesites) with a raft and lumber
In few for Meal mills.
I It did ni‘ t require much time toput the Lyda in shape end the will
leave tomorrow for the Cumberland
river after ties.
Lumber, peanuts, produce and a
variety of other kinds of freight made
the Kentucky low in the water onther
arrival from the Tennessee river this
morning at 7:30. o'clock. The Ken-
tucky will go down to Joppa and w1.11
cleave here tomorrow evening on the
return .'trip.
The towboat Harth came in from
the Duck river yesterday with a tow
of lumber.
On time again, the John S. Hop-
kins handled the Evansville trade to-
day with good business.
The Dick Fowler is getting In late
every night now on account of heavy
business in corn and other produce.
The trip to Cairo this morning was
good in both passenger and freight
departments.
Orders to coal the Spread Eagle
were received today try the Fannie
Wallace and that packet- expects to
BIEMERMAN'S SPICCIA114.
Bananas, per dozen.
Oranges, per dozen
Yellow and White Meal
3 Packages Hominy
3 Packages Grits  
Appetit°, per package  
per Pkg 10c
25e 
, 10c
Pettljohn's Breakfast Pool.....15c
Korsher Sausage.
Don't forget our fine Lawn Grass
Seed,
Unfermented Grape Juice 3 sizes
 15, 25 & 40c
Fosmos'itie for Ice Cream, per
Pkg 25c
Egg Noodles. per Pkg. Sc
..15c
lie
 .10c 
.10c
tic
argent), with Silver Spoon. per
Pkg., 10c
Ralston's Crisps 5c
Bulk Olives, per Qt. ......
Sweet ?deadow Syrup per can .
Eggs, per doz.
1 bottle Vinegar
1 bucket Baking Powder
Strawberries, per care 
Wait for our Feaster Hams.
Cigarettes and Cigarette Tobacco,
Hog Joule, timee sweet kind. Don't
forget that we telt teeth meats the
year rotted
Walt tor OW Haley Tout,
get away next Tuesday for St. Louis.
The Mary Anderson also arrived
from the Dock rivet yesterday with
a tow of lumber.
The dim Duffy arrived from Nash-
viii yesterday with ties for the Ayer-
Lord Tie company, and left today
for the Cumberland river.
Official -Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville will con-
tinue slight rise tonight becoming
stationary. At Mt. Vernon, will con
tinue rieing 'dowry next 24 hours,
reaching a maximum stage siighely
above 44 feet. At,...Padueah, Will con-
tinue rising slowly next 36 hours
reaching maximum stage Saturday of
about 42 feet. Apt Cairo, wilt continue
rising slowly until Saturday, reaching
maximum tease close to 46 feet.
The Tennessee' from Florence to
below Johnsonville will continue fall-
ing.
The Mississipni from below Si.
Louis to slightly above Cairo no ma-
terial change next 24 hours.
The Wabash at Mt. Vernon not
much change next 12 hours, follow-
ed by falling.
Notice.
School District No. 17. McCracken
County.
To Contractors and Builders:
Notice is hereby given that propos-
als for the repair and extension of
the school hour's, in the aforesaid dls
trict will be received by Robert Mc-
Keage, trustee, at his home at %ta-
w until 1 o'clock p. m., on the let
day of April, 1,907. at which time
the contract will be awarded to the
lowest and beat responsible bidder.
Specifications may be seen at J. W.
flumpous' store at Massac
A bond will be required for the
performance of the eontract. the
heard reserving the rleht to reject
arty or all bids.
This, the 21st day of March, 1907.
S, .1. 1111.LINGTON, S. C. S.
American beim', ts) -Every
Urn* I Wm Punch I 'have to laugh.
illageish man (offended) I use
11.06h-tog to taugh M In Punch. -New
York Times.
HEAT RECORDS BROKEN.
All Sections of Country Show High-
est for March.
Washing,on, March 22.- The
weather bureau announced that yes-
terday was in many points the hot-
test March day on record.
. At St. Louis, Mo., the maximum
temperature was 9., degrees, the
highest recorded since the establish-
ment of the weather bureau in 1836.
during the month ofMarch.
- At Topeka, Kas., the thermome-
ters marked 91 degrees.
At El Paso, Texas, all March tem-
perature records were broken, the
highest being 93 degrees.
At Springfield, Ill., was the hot-
test one In March in 20.years the
mkrk being 90 degrees.
At Burlington, Iowa, the ther-
mometer registered /IR degrees, the
warmest ever recorded there In
March.
At. Louisville, Ky. all warm
weather records for March were bro-
ken, the .thertuometer registering
87 degrees,
Mrs. Morris' Funetnl.
The funeral of Mrs. Ile:ie Morris.
wife of W. P. Morris. of Ninth and
Madison streets, took place at 10
o'clock this morning at the residence.
T-he burial was In Oak Grove ceme-
tery, the Der!. W. E. Cave oflicating.
The pallbearers were Messrs. W. J.
Hills, Harry Hank, W. A.__ Berry. J.
L'tterback,'F. L. Scott and Hal S.
Corbett.
Considering how women boast of
the men they have refused, It Is re-.
markable how little they praise the
one they accepted.- Florida Times-
T'nion.
Great Pacific I
Specials for Saturday. March 23.
12 RIP, Sugar  68c
24th ruck Omega Flour for 73e
24Th sack first Patent Flour 65c
cans 10c Corn 19e
6 cans 10e Peas  39c
6 cans 3Ib Tomatoes  57c
lb. No. 1 Navy Beans 25c
Butter Beans 3 The for 2k
Ole° flutter, per th   17c
'sayer Raisins, per lb.  10c
'Mixed Nuts, per M.  12 Si
IC oz. pkg Raisins  12c
12 oz. pkg. Raisins Sc
3 sack., 5e Salt  be
10c bottle of Hirsch'e Ketch-
up 
can Old Kentucky Hom-
iny, 7‘
Galion can Apples, per can 25..
Fresh Ground Pepper, per 11) 23e
25c box Witch Hazel Soap..
311) ten beet Pumpkins, ean jij
Tomato Pulp, per can .
Joe Cream Spit, 12 tbs.
1.0c box Blueing  Is'
3 pkgs. 5c Soda  ler
GREAT PACIFIC TEA COFFEE CO.
Old Phone 1179 206 Broadway New Phone 1176
P 1,1,MER 11015E 111,11; I) I /1-1 I I and W AVERS tiers I free
day Saturday.
•
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'De Vabucab $un.isueourobed to the lockjaw ae the di-rect result of injuries Oa used by these
AFTCNNOON AND WCZALl cheaply' constructed but deadly fire-
arms. Ordinancee, prohibiting the
use of them by children, are vain as
bong as dealers are permitted to
tempt the youthe to purchase them;
but a penalty sufficiently heavy to
eat up the profits, imposed on the
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
February, 1907.
1 4036 15 3829
2 3813 16 3874
4 3830 18 3813
5 3851 19 3805
6 ........3851 2.0  3830
7 3871 21 3869
8 388e 22 3915
9 3S13 23 3839
11 3828 25 3855
12 385-5 26 ....... • 3835
13 3844 27 3e2e)
14 3870 38 3890
Average for February, 19u7 2859
Average for February, 19.06 3757
Increase  1e2
Personally appeared before me,
this March 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Run, who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Feb. 1e07, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEA.R,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
* ANNOUNCEMENTS.
. For Mayor.N
The Sun is authorized to announce
Charles Reed as a candidate for
mayor, subject to any action of the
Democratic party.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Thomas B. Harrison ae a candidate
for mayor subject te the action of the
Democratic primary May 2, 1e07.
For City Assessor. ,
The Sun is authorized to announce
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
office of city assessor, subject to the
talon of the Democratic party.
For City Treasurer.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Y. W. McKnight as a candidate for
the office of City Treasurer subject
to the action of the Democratic party.
For City Attorney.
The Sun le authorized to announce
the candidacy of John G. Milder, Jr.,
as a candidate for city attorney sub-
leot to the action of the Democratic
primary, May 2, 1907.
Daily Thought.
Do small things well and you will
do great things well.
Oklahoma, the newest and presum-
ably most up to date, of Our common-
wealths, has re provision in her con-
stitution, preventing succession in
state offices. In other words, our free
citizenry has got the idea some-
where, some-now, that the best in-
terests of the public are subserved
by changing our officers as often as
pessible. Politicians and the public
are agreed on this, but for the very
opposite of reasons. At a time when
the Federalists were fearful of mob
rule, and the Republicans, or Dem-
tweets, were suspecting tee. Federal-
ists, with Washington at Orelr head,
of contemplating monarchy, there
was an unwritten rule adopted about
the termination of office. This feel-
ing of uneasiness was accentuated by
the jealosity of states. This senti-
ment has come down to us, although
it has lost Its meaning, and the peo-
ple favor quick changes in office. To
the politician, on the other hand., the
Idea appeals, as a good method of
giving all a chance at the public
trough. As a matter of fact, public
service would he greatly benefited by
keeping good men in office. We have
oeen too torwe re In pruviutug
cellent means of getting rid of
officials with dispatch. if. when a
man got in office, he remained long-
er, we might pay more attention to
selecting the best men in the first
place.
Dr. Phil Stewart and his colleagues
In ehe board ef aldermen may not
qualify for CarneOle hero medale, but
by their hetititive in inducing Irate's-
tion, prohibiting the sale of toy cart-
ridge pistols and loaded elutes In Pa-
ducah, they are slaving lives of boys
and girls Perhaps Dr. Stewart is
so used t sAving lives in hde profes-
sional capacity, that it wee the logi-
eal•thing for him to be the first to
take the stand for the protection of
human life In his official capacity.
Dr Stewart also is entitled to rank In
that smell but exe:tuelve body of
men, who do not forget things after
the first Impreenion of horror wears
911. Last holidays OM little Heel
dealers will put a quick end to the
practice. Dr. Stewart is father to
what probably will prove the be.-1
oidinance enacted by the present
general council.
Our homeless Commercial club
should acquire permanent quarters.
Why doesn't somebody suggest or-
ganhation under the laws of 'Ken-
tucky. the purchase of property and
the erection of a Commercial club
building, that will be a credit to Pa-
ducah, a revenue producer and a mon-
ument to the progress and spirit of
the citizens? Such a plan is tea-Foible,
presuming that the said progress and
spirit is here. It is the undertaking
of such tasks as this that puts en-
thusiasm and vitaiiity into an organ-
ization. Having undertaken the en-
terprise, we know the men of Pude.
eah well enough to know that they
would complete it, and when they
hall have completed it, all doubt of
he permanency of the institution
will have been removed. The women
of Paducah airerady own their own
building, and the Commercial club
will own its borne some time and
Padueah will be proud of the organ-
ization.
McCracken county and western
Kentucky comprise the only section
of the state that has taken any step
to promote immigration, and the
state board should% contribute as lib-
erally as the appropriation permits
to the work out here. The plan con-
templates no effort, as it has been
made to appear, to bring cheap labor
here; but to attract here German
farmers with sufficient money to pur-
chase a few. acres of land. These
farmers are titled to intense farming,
living as they do in a densely popu-
ated country, where every foot of
land is reckoned, and they would
soon double the COmmerctal value of
farm property In this section and
multiply the wealth of the commun-
ity.
While the men are lending a hand
to make a "Greeter Padueah" corn-
mere-laity, the women are striving to
attain the "City Beautiful.- Every-
body should stop at Fourth street
and Broadway, if only*for a moment,
tomorrow night, to see the stereopti-
con views, showing city improve-
ments "before and after." Such an
object lesson wig' do more than any
amount of talking to bring home to
residents, their own Shortcomings,
and the possibilities they have over-
looked. Paducah homes and Padu-
cah streets are improving in appear-
ance every year, and the efforts of
the Woman's club should give the
movement great impetus.
After the police -department has
insoected all the ex-Kentucky ave-
nue resorts on the north side and
pronounced them sinless and inno-
cent, It would be anything but con-
siderate for the "Frontier commit-
tee" to further harass the women
with possible indictments by the
grand jury. It would prove un-
speakably embarrassing to the po-
lice, if they were summoned before
the grand jury to tell what they saw
and didn't see in those houses.
Hurry Thaw's lawyers have been
hard pressed by the taetics of Jerome,
in trying to protect their double pe--
sition, 'that Thaw was insane when he
killed White, and that he is sane
now. They did well under the cir-
cumstances, but it appears now that
the prosecution hew cornered them,
and the court is going to ascertain
at first hand whether or not the
prisoner is mentally responsible.
R's the old story. The rank and
file of Democracy will he allowed to
endorse the candidate; for the tonere'
council at the primary May 2: but
the ready prepared elate will be added
to the list of primary entries tonight.
- 1too late for the entrance of opposi-
bad don candidates.
Ex-Senater Burton Is preparing to
"Mow tip" President Roneevelt, as
soon as 11,9 gets me of prienn. The
Democratic national committee should
esteem him some speaking dates with
out delay.
We trust that Hon. Louis Head
will not feel ton puffed up, because
It was found necessary to appoint
two men to fill his place at the Ed-
dyvIlle penitentiary.
Wonder if they have any chande-
liers in the San Francisco elf)' 'hall as
fine as threw in the Pennsylvania cap-
itol.
SLIGHTLY HINIOR0114.
Wigwag --"TOY., von know. I,
1
find a was." Harduppe- "Yea, but
I'm looking for something that will
pay the way."-:-ralladelphla Record.
IRVIN S. COBB IN
THE THAW CASE
'(Continued from page one.)
ent capable of -directing his defense.
This question' was put to Hamilton
by Attorney Gleanson of the defense
and Jerome now contends defense
thus waived the matter of profes-
sional privilege.
Fitzgerald's refusal to allow Ham-
ilton to he interrogated in the 'pro-
ceedings to enlighten the conscience
of the court as to its duty in ap-
pointing a commission or ordering a
resumption of the trial, was inter-
preted in various ways by those in
court today.
Attaches of district attorney's of-
fices were Inclined to believe Hamil-
ton having already stated his opin-
ion to Fitzgerald, the latter deemed
it unnecesary to precipitate argu-
ment as to the waiving of profes-
sional privilege. The defense seemed
inclined to view that Fitzgerald held
that Hamilton's evidence could not
be taken Into consideration and
that consequently the district attor-
ney's position was materially weak-
ened.
Just What May Happen Now.
Should Justice Fitzgerald appoint
a commission in lunacy to pass on
the mental status of Harry Thaw be
will act with iiiihorIty conferred
upon him by Section No. 658, Chap-
ter 5, of the Code of Criminal Pro-
cedure.
"This section and chapter," said
Moses 1-1, Grossman this afternoon,
empowers a trial judge to appoint a
lunacy commission to inquire into
the mental condition of any defend-
ant under indictment, before or af-
ter conviction, unless the defendant
be under sentence of death.
"me trial judge may, of his own
volition, appoint such 'a commission-
the moment he is convinced the de-
fendant is insane.
"If the defendant is found Insane
then the trial is suspended pending
the restoration of the defendant's in-
sanity.
"If the court believes that the de-
fendant is dangerous to public peace
or safety he may order him commit-
ted to a public asylum for the in-
sane.
"In case of the sanity of elle de-.
fendant the tree may be resumed
where it was left off, or the court
may dismiss the jury and order a.
new trial."
YOU OON'T HAVE TO WAI I
Every dose makes you feel better. Lax-Pos
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
money-back plan ev..rywhere Price Soc tuts.
Robbed Joe Weber of $10,000.
New York, March 22i—William J.
Hayden was arrested' and locked up
on a charge of grand larceny. It is
alleged that he confessed to taking
$10,o•no from Joe Weber, the theat-
rical manager by falsifying Weber's
books. Hayden was bookkeeper for
the Weber company. The police say
Hayden declared that he lost the
money on races.
He (nervously) )—Er-er, Margaret,
er-er there's sometnnig has been
trembling on my mind for the last
two months
She—Yes, so I see—why don't yeti
shave It off! -Princeton Tiger.
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The New Store Blazes the
Way.
Unmistakable Refine-
ment and Style in Chil-
dren's Clothes.
There is unmistakable re-
finement and style about the
boys' clothing we ere show-
ing that appeals to the fond
mothers, and we are busy as
the proverbial bee in our
children's department thee
days.
We want you mothers to
see our comprehensive offer-
tugs, especially In teethes for
the boy.
We have every fabric you
could wish for,—serges, wors-
teds, linene, flannels and wash
suits, and they ere ma di in
the Russian blower,. Yreter
Pane. Sallor an Its and all the
popular styles, in bright or
dark, conservative patterns.
Rat, come in any time and
lot us show you our depart
tnent. You won't be urged
to buy. 0
Our prices range • from
$1.30 to $10, and- we 'strut-,
you satisfaction -In every pale,
or your money back cheer-
fully.
WHY GERRYMANDER
OF STATE WAS MADE
Inconsistency and Injustice of
Act Disclosed
Counties Entitled to 22 Iliepresenta-
tires Get 12 and Those Entitled
to 6 Get 12.
OBJECT OF MEASURE IS PLAIN.
Frankfort, Ky., March
show the inconsistency and injustice
of the 1906 gerrymander of the leg-
islative districts: Acecrrding to the
census of 1900, Kentucky has a pop-
ulation of 2,147,174, making the
average for a representative district,
21,47+, tinder said invalid act, twen-
ty-four of the one hundred districts
named in It have a population as fol-
lows:
Dist. Counties. Population..
99—Spencer ..... 7,407
25—Wolfe  8,764
29—Baneock • •  8,e14
41—Bullitt  9,602
.57—Anderson   10,0-51
310'—Meade   10;533
 110„764
78—Boone  11,170.
al—Simpsoa   11,624
63—deasam in e . .  1.1,92,5
67—Garrard   12.942
8.5—Bracken   12,137
12— 124.933
" 'These counties are hardly en-
titled to six, but are given twelve rep-
reaentatives.'
:"Average one county to a dis-
trict, population 10,411; area 232.
Dist. Counties. Population.
lee—Et:tett and Carter ..30,615
Wee—Fleming and Bath . .31,8-0S
3—Graves et. ... 32,204
fie—Lewis and Greenup
71—Jackson, Owslee, Per-
ry and Letcher ....34,883
97—Floy4, Knott and Ma-
goten 3'6.2.62
16—Christian 37,962
P8—Boyd and Lawrence  38,446
9-5—Pike, eohneon and 
Martin 42,196
69—Whitley and Knox _42.387
70—Laurel, Rockraitle,
Clay and Leslie
2e—Ohlo, Blether and Ede
monson 5-3,263
12 29 466e4-51
Average ..2.41 38,8711
" 'These counties are entitled, to
twenty-two but are given twelve
representatives. The first group have
a population as follows;
First group  
Second group
Population.
124,933
  466,451
Difference 341,518
" 'Spencer county, with a popuea-
tion cf 7,401, and an area of 204
squire miles, is given one represent-
ative, while Ohio, Ehitier and, elidmon-
son, with a combined population of
53,263 and an area of 1,241 square
miles, is given one representative.
What Was the Object?
By making two legislative districts
of Morgan and Wolfe counties, one
Democratic legislator was to be gain-
ed.
By making a single district of the
counties of Ohio, Butler, ledmonson
one Republican legislator was to be
cut off.
By making two legieletive distritts
of Butlitt and: Spencer, one Demo-
cratic legislator was to be gained,
both having, therefore, sent one
Democratic representative.
By making a district of Estill., Pow-
ell and Lee. a doubtful Reptiteleen
district was made certain Republican
with large territory.
By making a district of Breathitt
county alone and adding Magoffin to
'Knott and Floyd to form another dis-
trict, two Democratic legleatore were
to he secured. 1,etcher county, here-
tofore with Floyd and Knott, was
placed with Jackson, Oweley and Per-
ry, adding to that diatrtot's Republl
•ean majority.
By making one district of Greenup
and Lewis, met of Which beretreore
sent a etepubltean representative, it
reduced Republican representation
by one legislator.
Be- placing Rath and Fleming to-
gether .in one eistrict, and taking Men
!fee from Montgomery district and
placing It with Rowan county, it was
Intended to make three Democratic
districts Instead of two Democratic
1
districts and one doubtful heretofore,
By combining Pike with Johnson
and Martin it was intended to mike
one Republican district instead of
one certainly Republican and one
doubt fir l
One additional diet/let was neeett-
airy to complete the norther to lot)
representative dietricte, and this was
made up of the nee*** 'ward of the
zK' of Leutsv, ,  , .
WE WANT YOU!
Yes Sir, we want you and every other Man is this
locality to center his Spring Suit thoughts on this store.
It's certainly time to give your faithful but tired
Winter Suit a rest and turn your attention to
Fresh Spring Styles
We've the Single and Double Breasted Suits in the
new cuts. The shapely backs—medium length---long and
wider lapels, loose fitting trousers, etc., etc.
One of the nicest things about our Spring Suits is
that you don't see the same Suit all up and down the
street.
Every Pattern used in our Men's Suits is confined
exclusively to us. So, your chances of ever running across
your double are very slim, indeed.
$10.00, $12.50, $15.00 and $20.00
WE CARRY THE "UNION *TORE CARD"
323
Broadway
DESBERGER'S LEADERGRAND QOM/4gs 323Broadwa4
UNUSUAL WEATHER.
All Records For High Temperature
In March Broken.
Not content with smashing all
rainfall records, 1907 is following up
a course of record-breaking to the
utter dismay of the weather bureau
and some discomfort to the public.
The weather man finds it hard to
look 24 hours sewed much less pre-
dict the general trend of the sea-
son, for purely summer weather is
now being felt in a month that ordi-
narily has high winds and consider-
able cold weather. Spring has been
skipped entirely, just as winter was
given the go-by. With a meximum
temperature yesterday of 88 degrees,
and a minimum of 67, everything
was present for an ideal summer day
but spring clothes. The clothing
stores report a sharp pickup in the
sale of summer underwear. The ice
companies are working at nearly
Summer capacity. Today breezes re-
lieved the heat somewhat but active
exercise is unpleasantly hot.
DROVE INTO FILL.
Livingston County Citizens Have Ex-
citing Experience.
Smithland, Ky., March 22. —
Messrs. William Belcher, W. D.
Champion, Sr., Charlie Heater and
March la a Trying Month.
"Nor love, nor honor, wealth nor
power,
Can give the heart a cheerful hour,
When health is lost. Be timely wise,
With health all taste of pleasure
flies."
March la tonceded by local phy-
sicians to be the worst month In the
year in Paducah, in the point of the
extent of sickness. The quick changes
in the temperature, warm one day,
chilly, with penetrating winds the
next affect the physical condition
erobably more than any season of the
year.
The only safeguard therefore is to
get yourself in good condition. The
liver., the blood, the kidneys, the
akin should be ir Wirt class order or
you can not stand he trying month.
Osteopathy, quickly naturally re-
store any disarrangement to any of
these essentials of good health. The
torpid lifer, the disordered kidneys,
the poor blood supply or circulation
readily yield Li its health giving
methods
The treatment is simplicity itself,
sane, rational, without the use of
harmful drugs. It cures by scientif-
ic manipulation to restore the normal
functions to each organ. It recog-
nizes, appreciates and uses proper
diet, air, water, exercise and other
natural hygienic measures, too.
A trite raying Is "Seeing In believ-
ing," so I shall be pleased to refer
you, If eou are interested, to any nun'
ber of people you know•trell who can
attest to the Virtues of the treatment
In liver, stomach, bowels. rheumatic,
asthma, malaria, neuralgia and
nervoution d f Ida.
Call me at 1407 or call at my office,'
616 Broadway, at any tithe, between
9 and 12 a. 111.-or 2 and 6 p. m. Dr,
G. B. Prone.
J. H. Robertson, who were passen-
gers of the Royal Saturday to and
from Paducah, were on their way
home from Smithiand that night in a
wagon, when they reached the fill in
the road near George Ferrin's place,
and by some means drove off the fill
into the back water. They tried to
drive the team out, but failed In this,
and the men had to get out in the
water unload their wagon, carrying
everything to dry land, release the
team and then get the wagon out.
Some of the articles that they had
oh their wagon were completely lost.
Silence is a man's privilege and a
woman's perfection.
BURLINGTON EXTENSION
hunvEY IS COMPLETED
Herrin, LW, March 22.--Civil En-
gineer Meade, locating engineer for
the extension of the Burlington from
this cite to Metropolis, palmed through
acre Wednesday morning after hal-
ing completed the survey of two or
three routes south of here. He was
getting ready to ship his camp up
north, as all of the work of locating
a route in this end of the stateis now
completed and the survey and map.;
now in the Mends of the general offi-
cers, which as yet, it would *seems,
have not decided, definitely whiell "of
the three routes the ereension wide
take.
Suits
For Confirmation
In Our Children's Depart milli, we lui%•• made special
preparations for the important occasion this spring. The
displays are Himont limitless in atyle and variety; ev-
erything tlw boy could wish for is here. ilighltrade blue
and black materials in three-nitro. double-break/4M, two-
piece double-breasted, korfolivi with plain or knitter
pants, Nark clay Worodesta, Blue Merges and Wool Thlb-
eta, for boys to IS.'
$3.00 to $8.00
It will he a pleasure to show them whether you buy or
not.
•
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•
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Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Department
Second Floor. Surprise Party.
A surprise birthday party was
Igiven Mrs. Walter Dassing, at the
home of her parents, Captain and
Mrs. A. Peck, 521 North Sixth street,
GICEATER PADUCAH DAY • last night by a number of her friends.
Amman ENTIEUSLASSI. Games and refreshments were the
features of the evening. Those pres-
ent were: Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Lynn,
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Lancaster, Mrs. S.
B. Gott Misses Emma Smotherman,
Myrtle Boyer, Daisy Bryan, Bessie
Watts, Lena Houston, Jessie Gott,
Betha Reed, Ruth Gott, Blanch
Peck Ruth McCool and Messrs.
Charles Sanders, Walter Sanders, Al-
lison Watts, Athel Robertson, Len
Martin, Will Straub and Walter Dams-
lag •
ribormirradkaredbm ......
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Rehearsal% for Flower Carnival To-
morrow.
The children taking part in the
Carnivat of Flowers are requested to
be at the Kentucky theater promptly
by 8:15 o'clock tomorrow morning.
Owing to matinees being at the Ken-
tucky both this week and next week
On Saturday, the rehearsals for the
Flower Carnival will have to be all
crowded in on Saturday morning,
hence an early start is necessary. It
la most important that all the chil-
dren should be present promptly to-
morrow morning, in order to get
their proper places on the stage.
LOCAL NEVIS
-For Dr; Pendley, ring 416.
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
--s-Dn. Gilbert, osteopath, 400 ih
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Drink Belvedere, the
brew.
-Mrs,P.H.Stewart wife of
sician, has so far recovered
master
the phY-
from an
et*
-You know your calling cards
are correct when they come from the
Sun office. Script cards and plate,
$1.5'il a hundred; the Old English at
$3.00.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
111 
A class of candidates will be Ini-
tiated tonight by Paducah Council, R.
& S. M
-If you haven't time to go home
for dinner try Whiteheacrs atie din-
ner, 215 Broadway.
-Fine carnations at 7,0e per dozen
at Brunson's 52, Broadway.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention
will be pail to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
--Drink Belvedere the Paducah
e beer.
•
•
operation for appendicitis that see
site up daily at her home on North
Eighth street.
-Belvedere draught beer on tap
at the Palmer House bar.
-Physicians belleite that Captain
Jeck Mortland, suffering from a
stroke of paralysis, will fully recovsr,
so improved. is his condition.
-Use Motto Copy Carbon Paper.
It's the very best on the market-at
R. D. Clemente & 0o. scukure.
-wedding invitations, announce-
ments and every character of en-
graved work is given careful, person-
al attention at the Sun Job office.
--Flagman George Cooper, of the
Illinois Centre', fell at Fulton yester-
day and broke his right leg. He is
in the I, C. hospital.
The greatest enthusiasm we* man-
ifested last night at the meeting of
the Commereiaf club to consider
plants for the club Field Day and the
"Greater Paducah" movement.
Badges will be distributed on Tues-
day and after noon the committees
and everybody interested in the eltub
expansion will met at the club rooms.
At 2 o'clock the committees will
start out on their canvass of the city.
IndieatIons point to a remarkably
successful day.
Claims for Funds.
On account of oat& business de-
taming hilt, Secretary Coons, of the
Commercial club, did not get off for
Louisville last night, but President
H. C. Bitodee will present western
Kentucky's claims for immigration
funds to the state board of
W. T. MILLER
...111111
}Akers the Racte-Entries
They Are Off.
At the earnest request
agr1-
Closed;
of my
friends, who know I have the interest
of the city at heart, I have decided
to enter the race and earnestly solicit
the support of my friends in this un-
dertaking. I promise ro make a
clean canvass. I wild not engage in
mud throwing or say anything de-
rog-atory to the character of my op-
ponents, nor will I make any engage-
meets that I till not fulfill; but I
am ready and willing at all times to
furnish. you a high grade or medium
piano or our own make direet from
the factory and save you the commis-
sion that you may otherwise pay to
agencies. I am here to stay and
make each guerantee good, a vote for
me is a vote for your own Interest
and your children's happiness and Im-
provement Polka are open each day,
Sunday excepted, at 518 Broadway.
W. T. MILLER.
Force Residents to Wed.
Fort Dodge. la. March 22 -Every
man and woman between the ages of
---A 'lass of about fifty will be in- 25 and 40 years of age must enter
Mated into the Knights of Columbus the marriage state within sixty days
an May in Paducah, and large deluge- or pay a fine of from $10 to $100,
Lions from all surrounding cities will accordirig to the provisions of a city
attend the ceremonies. ordinance peered here today. The
-We s re prepared to repair as
well as repaint and refit your car-
riages. All work done promptly, and
satisfaction guaranteed. Phone old,
401, Sexton Sign Works, Sixteenth
and Madison.
-A mad dog on the lawn at the
railroad hospital yesterday afternoon
created excitement. Patrolman Mc-
Cune killed it with his club.
-Place yoour orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun is
showing as great an assortment as
you will anywhere at prices
muter lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere,
--City License Inspector George
Lehnhard has begun swearing out
warrants against merehants who have
not Wien out ticeneee for this year.
Robert Torten, the commission mer-
chant, was the first man against
whom a warrant was sworn out.
-We gitie you better carriage and
better service for the money, than
is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice, also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
----There will be music at the Pal-
mer House cafe by Deal's band every
day from 12 to 2 and from 6 to 8.
-A two-headed pig is the latest,
freak born in Paclueah. It was horn
three days ego and the extra head is
?Italy developed but not supplied with
Peen or nose. The extra heed growls
out the side. The Pig seems to be
healthy and its owner, MT. Pat Daily.
of 'Ninth and Trimble streets. has it
on exhibition there.
Biblophile (aghast)- I beg your
pardon, madam, but that book your
little girl Is elaylng with Is an old
tied --meestediasip--eare first edition.
Caller- Oh, that's all right, Mr.
Vilibert, It will amuse her Jest as
meth as If it were nice and new,
mote TrIblas.
council's action has created a sensa-
tion.
Excursion to Smithiand.
The Dick Fowler will run an ex-
cursion to Smithlend Sunday for 16c
for the round trip. Excellent music
zy a good band.
-The first of the Kentucky Beauty
Picture, will appear in the Courier-
Journal next Elunday. order a (WY
from your nevreilealer today.
Self-praise Is the mortgage of a
character.
Ladies' Auxiliary to 0. R. C. Enter-
tainment.
The Ladies' Auxiliary to the Order
of Railway Conductors entertained
with a musical and social at the res-
idence of Mrs. W. J. Lewis, 1008
Trimble street, last night for the
benefit of the order. Mr. Owen Tully
and Misses Ethel Collate and Isabelle
Griffith rendered some attractive mu-
sic and solos. A burn wood box and
an emblem cake were raffled and Mr.
G. A. Rouff captured the boxlsand Mr.
Owen Tully the cease. The house was
beautifully decorated in the order's
colors of red, white and green.
There were about 240 present and
the occasion was most pleasant.
Choral Club.
The Choral clerb met last evening
at the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian
church. There was a large attend-
ance of the members and some ex-
cellent practice of chorus work was
done. The leader has not been elect:
eci, but two prominent local musicians
are tinder consideration and sene ar-
rangement will be made during the
next week in regard to both the lead-
ers and a regular meeting place. The
meetings will be held every Thurs-
day night until the warm weather.
Kalosopnic Club.
The Kaloeophic club held an Inter-
esting meeting this morning at the
home of Miss Kathleen Whitefield.
Current Topics was presented by Miss
Ethel Brooks, The Elizabethan
drama was diecussed as follows;
"Marlowe and Peele," Miss Frances
Wallace; "Edward II.," Miss Eliza-
beth Sinnott; "Influence of lakes-
pere's garist Comedies," Miss Cave.
Club study "Much Ado About Noth-
ing."
Miss Ethel Robinatm, of South
Ninth street, went to St. Louis yes-
terday.
Mrs. A. C. McClure, of Jefferson
greet, is visiting in Central City.
Miss Mettle Brewn left yesterday
for- Morganfleld.
Mr. Harry C. Rhodes has gone to
Louisville on business.
Commonwealth's Attorney John G.
Lovett was here yesterday from Ben-
ton preparing for the criminal term
of court that starts next Monday.
Mies Gertrude Monroe, of Benton,
is visiting in the city.
Dr, D. F. Reeder, who is stationed
The Rise of Jimmie Johnson,
V.-SUPERINTENDENT JOHNSON.
Johnson WANTED something better; ther•fors, being wis.,
Hesitated not it all his WANTS to ADVERTISE;
Found a place as Supirintandent, managing the "biz."
Hs was Mister Johrseoe now, which shows that h• had "Hz.'
The price of a want ad. Is one rent a word for one insertion
cents a word for three Insertions, cash to accompany the order,
and two
'as a getvernrnentispIrkiletan - thd
Panama mum& is vting in Marshall
county,
Mrs. M. C. Ketchum, of Memphis.
will arrive on Saturday to visit Mrs.
F. M. MeGlathery and the Misses Mc-
Glathery, 235 North Seventh street.
Mrs. T. P. McElrath, of Dresden,
Tenn., will be their guest, also, roe
coming week, arriving on Tuesday.
s Mrs. Joe Washington will return
Sunday from Millmoods where she
has been at the bedside of her sister
who has been seriously
Master Mechanic R. J. Turnbull,
of the Illinois (*Died, has gone to
Memphis on business.
The Rev. W. J. Naylor, of the City
Mission, will preach at Lebanon on
Sunday morning, and will begin a
revival meeting at .Little's chapel on
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grace, former-
ly of Paducah, but now living in
BakersvIlle (al., are the parents of
a fine boy. Mrs. Grace was Miss
Elsie Bagby, ofl Paducah. Both have
a large circle of relatives and friends
here.
Mrs. William Karnes Is 1:1 at her
home on North Seventh (street.
Miss Mildred Terrell left this
morning for Bardstowu to visit
friends.
Mr. George Hart and Mr. William
Lydon have returned from St. Louis,
where they went to buy stock.
Mrs. W G. Dycus is visiting her
parents at Oak Level.
Messrs. Pete Seay and Sam Cross-
land, of Mayfield, were in the city
yesterday.-
S. A. Foster, crippled veteran well
remembered by patrons of the city
market, where he sold spectacles, has
returned on a visit from the Confed-
erate Home in Pewee Valley,
CAIRO POLICEMAN KILLED.
Drunken Man in Red Light Stabs
Patrolman Dotal.
Cairo, Ill., March 22.-- Patrick I.
Doud, one of Cairo's most faithfnl
police officers. has succumbed to
wounds inflicted by Marvin Boren, a
switchman on the Illinois Central
railroad, last night.
The story as told at police head-
quarters is that Boren and Sam
Perce, another switchman, were on
the street in a state of partial in-
toxication. At 235 Thirteenth street,
they created a disturbance, Boren
flourishing a knife and threatening
to cut some of the women, slapping
one of them, when Officer Dond
came along and interfered. The offi-
cer started to take hold of Boren
when the latter struck at him re-
peatedly with his knife.
The Deepest Gold Mine,
Australia now possesses the deep-
est gold mine in the world. The
shafts at the New Chum railway at
Bendigo, Victoria, have been sunk to
a depth of over 4,300 feet, and the
quartz there tapped has been sampled
and crushed, with the result that a
yield of gold equal to an ounce per
ton has been obtained. The opera-
tions in the mine have been tested
by government offieiale in view of
the fact that never before in the
world's history has gold been obtain-
ed from so low a depth as three-qua,r-
(ere of a mi le. --Oh !cog° Journal.
Matinee Club's Articles.
The Paducah Matinee club filed ar-
ticles of Incorporation today with a
capital stock of $1,000 divided into
shares of $10 each. The Incorpora-
tors and the amount of stock held
follow: George H. Goodman, 15; A.
S. Thompson, 35; R. B. Phillips, 30
shares. The club was organized to
privately race horses.
‘Vhitecappere Visit Him.
Gallapolis. March 22.- Moses
Shoemaker, a farmer, was visited
Last night by a mob of white clippers,
who beat him almost to death, be-
cause he was reported to have mis-
treated his blind son. Shoemaker
begged for mercy and was told he
would be killed next time. Fit Is in a
serious condition.
Very hazy.
Altar young fellow named Free
Once started to chop down a tree.
On the third or fourth stroke
The ax handle broke,
"Who says I'm not lucky?" asked he
--Denver Post.
Excursion to Smithiand. •
The Dick Fowler will run an ex
cursion to Smithland Sunday for 25c
for the round trip. Excellent music
by a good band.
Robert Williams.
The remains of Hobert Williams,
of Meltzer, were burled yeetetdaY af-
ternoon at the Alleock cemetery.
The Beggar per spare
poor cove a dime, .hiciy7" The Pass
erby-"A dime'. I should think not,
indeed. _Beeides you're only blind
In Obe ere." The Beegar-"Well,
Itben, can't yer make it a nielcre,
ellyt"-Sketch.
I Truth Is often homely, but that isoS fault Of the trUlth. .
IN THE COURTS
In Bankruptcy.
F. G Rudolpharustee or the bank-
rupt estate of \V. D. Melton, of Ban-
dana, has been ordered to sell prop-
erty at cask prices on April 6 at 11
o'clock at Bandana.
An order for the sate of property
valued at $3,00si for cash was niade
today in bankruptcy court in the case
of 3. H. Nelson & Son, of Hampton.
Livingston county. The hearing will
be on April 3 and Hie sale Apre G, if
Ito opposition is raised.
In Pollee Court,
Lee Weaver, colored was fined
$10 and costs in police court for
sleeping in an Illinois Central box
car. Other cases were continued.
They are: Mrs. L. B. Duncan, harbor-
ing a vicious dog; Robert Torlan,do-
ing business without a license, and
Emma Thrner, colored, false swear-
ing.
Deeds Filed.
R. S. Barnett to Melinda Jacobs,
property on Woodward street, $100.
R. F. Wright, et at, to 13. Is, Tilley
property in the county, $800.
Marriage License.
John Hays to Mrs. Hortense Au-
gustus.
Circuit Court,
Globe Bank and Trust company,
trustee of the Padtietth Saddlery com-
pany, brings suit against the Padu-
cah Saddlery company and creditors
of the company, The petition states
that the bank was trustee and ae di-
rected sold the plant. It desires to
distribute the money and asks for the
court's direction, and for a restrain
ing order to prevent any creditor in-
terfering with ,the process or ln-Inging
snits against the bank or the sad-
dlery company. •
W. G. Crouch against John A.
Crouch for an alleged debt of $1,-
283.74, and an attachment against
property.
Proctor Box and Crate company
against the Mergenthaler-Horton
Basket company for $778.69 alleged
due on account.
R. J. Fearber, administrator of Ed
Ware, against Jesse Were and other
heirs, to settle the estate of FA Ware.
I. C. Freight House Burns.
Memphis, Tenn., March 22.- In
as fierce a fire as has oceurred in
Memphis for some time, the inbound
freight house of the Illinois Central
railroad, Its contents of miscellane-
ous freight, six freight cars and
their contents, were destroyed last
night. At least 20 car loads of mis-
cellaneous freight were stored in the
warehouse. It is estimated that the
fire at least caused a general damage
of $65,000.
Murdered Wife and Self.
North Baltimore, 0., March 22.-
Because he did not approve of his
wife's solicitude for her sick father,
Arthur Bean, last night pounded her
head into almost an unrecognizable
mass with an axe, then shot and kill-
ed himself. Both were found dead on
the floor with poo's of congealing
blood about them.
U. E. Sullivan, 34 years old, died
at his home on Husbands street, be-
tween 7 and 8 o'clock this morning
of complications. He was born in
Ballard county and was agent for the
Singer sewing machine. He Is sur-
vived by a wife, four children, four
brothers and two sisters. No funeral
arrangements have been made.
1•••
Rernemk
We reminded you
to I% on hand to-
morrow, the first
day of
Exposition
Week
It will be a grand
affair. Don't blame
its if you Mies it.
• WANTED- ft good first-class
hand ironer. Apply tomorrow morn- CHEAP HOl'iyES--I still have a
log Home Laundry, 131 S. Third St. nice selection of three, four and five
room cottages for sale--CHEAP-
for cash, on time or terms to suit.
purchaser, from $60.0 to $S00. The
best bargains In the city, all on im-
proved streets and near car line. AAll stock; no style. Try us. No. 228
few Just outs:de the city limits, whereKentucky avenue.
  gardens, chickens and cows may beFOR SAL"-Buff Plymouth rock
had, and where the city tax collectors
dare not tread. You miss the oppor-
tunity of years if you do not confer
with me. They MUST go in the
in Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0,
Box, 673, City. 
I NBA Worten.R future. J. NC 
  PUBLIC SALE- I will offer forFOR SALE or trade for horse, a sale-at my farm, 5 miles from Padu-one-horse express wagon and ra,nge.i cah, on the Benton road. Wednes-
Phone 2457. day, March 27 1 work mule, 7 years
WANTED-- To buy gentle- mare. old; 1 black Alcion mare, 4 year*
One In foal preferred. Address Box old; 1 Templebar mare, 7 years old:
11 pony, some Jersey cows, hogs,. City.
corn hay, wagon, surrey, buggy,
g
WANTED --- Good nurse. Good
es right party. Apply gap binder, drills, grain grader and all
my farming implements and other
WANTED-Good cook. Good 
things. Sums of $5 and ender cash,
wags* to relieble party. 
Apply 300 over $5 six months' credit with 6
North Eighth. per 
cent. interest. Robert F. Fisher.
THE BEST THING
On Ice and Water
Hart is now ready to show the two
best lines of Refrigerators he has
ever brought on. Visit HART.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO
111111,1••••••111•11.1.1.0.11.
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
lrITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street. _
HORTON-SINE--the painters and
paperhangers. New phone 866.
WANTED--WhIte girl for general
house work. New phone 112‘56.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
CLOTHES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Daffy, Phone 956-a.
DRESS MAKING by Bessie Carter,
1431 Harrison. New phone 1238.
COOK WANTED, 327 South
Fourth. Chris Liebel.
FOR SALE-A good
1104 Jeffereon street,
gas range,
WA NTETP=-Boarders. Apply 430
Clark *feet.
FOR SALE- Barred Plymouth
Rock eggs $1 per 16. Phone 1440.
ASK your grocer for Smith &
Butz's Bread, and Cakes. Telephone
69-a.
FOR RENT-The house on South
Seventh street this side of Dr. Red-
dick's residence. Possession given
In a few days. Also a fresh snitch
cow for sale. Apply to Jake Bieder-
man Grocery and Baking Co.
'OF INTEREST to parties with
money-If you4tave any difficulty in
placing your surplus funds, write or
call on me, as I have a namber of
applications for money in sums
from $300.00 and up with real estate
security, good interest rates, close
personal investigation, all communi-
cations strictly confidential. S. T.
Randle, Loans, Real Estate -and In-
surance, Room 3, American-German
National Bank.
FOR RENT-Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office,
EAT AT Race & Otto's Restaurant,
eggs, 5e ce‘: per dozen. John C.
Harris. Old phone 597 ring 5.
WANTED-23,000 on real estate
sisals Eighth-
WA•NTED--Millther and several
apprentice girls. Apo/3' at once to
Oirs. Baleley, 428 Broadway,
ONE nice front room furnished for
rent. Bath and all modern conveni-
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
• FURNITURE) =CHAIN/GE, 206
South Third, ,buys furniture and
stover' New phone 90O-a.
FOT7N6) -- Pocketbook containing
money. Owner can get same by
Identifying end paying charges. Apply
.1 B. VVIsIte, 1119 South 1141Chth.
Th'ilsThft - Harness makers.
-ready employment at good wages.
Atlidebaker Harness Co., South
Bend, Ind. "
FOR -SALE- 48 acre farm three
tulles on Mayfield road. Six room
house, with good outbuildings. Ad-
dress Elizabeth Metzler, Gen. Del.,
Paducah, Ky.
FOR RNT-To brick store
louse/4, Eleventh an Broadway, one
two-story brick 1) Ines, house,
Thirteenth and CiSY. Paducah Drew-
ter company.
FREE EMPLOYMENT-it Wureatt. No
charges for services rendered, .either
to applicant or employer of labor.
Charity chile 307 Kentucky avenue,
pteme 629 OtYk`P open from 9 to 12
O'clock every forenoon.
TRAIN WRFA'KERS WERE
• RESPONSIBLIFI FOR WRECK
Pittsburg, March 22.- The New
York-Chicago Limited train of the
Pennsylvania was wrecked near Stew
art station title morning. The engine
left the track, dragging with It the
mail car and baggage car. Three
Pullman sleepers remained on the
track. A ntimber of passengers were
Injured, none Berton:41y. 0111eiRIS of
the road believe the track was tam-
pered with by would-be train wreck.
ere One overturned Pullman caught
fire but it was extinguished.
LIGHTFO(YT FOR
FOVNTAIN AT PARK OATE,.
Counter Judge Lightfoot does not
entirely disapprove of the plans of
the Danghters of the American Rev.
&titian. and his expression, opposing
the ereetion of a drinking fountain
in the court house yard. applied only
so far -as his reasons for it went. HI
reasons were given that he • fears
crowds would trample the grass and
ruin the fleevers arid Shrubbery. H4
&ten favor the erection -of a drinking
fountain at the gate of the court
home park, slid hie Plan metre to
eoincide with the ideas of the ()Mail'
FRIDAY, MARCH 92.
This asbestos stove-insulation saves
heat
There are several advantages which mark Buck's
stoves and ranges as distinct from all others—one of
than is the splendic' heat insulation.
A steel range—to be rightly built—requires a
thi,:k inter-lining of asbestos—a non•conductor of
heat—where it should be kept—inside the stove.
All Buck's stoves and ranges are insulat
(
ed—
where insulation is needed—with extra heavy mill-
board asbestos---securely held in place by a heavy
iron grating or by bolts and washers.
The insulating asbestos at the bottom of the oven
flue---here shown---keeps the hoit,air in the oven---
and prevents its being radiated into space and lost.
There are many other distinctive advantages in
Buck's stoves and ranges. Let us tell gm about
them—and about our terms and prices7J-today.
A dollar down and a dollar a week will buy one
of these splendid stoves. You surely can't afford to
miss this chance. Take advantage of it today,
AHEAD OF CITY
PADUCAH'S MERCHANTS ARE
LEADERS IN ENTERPRISE.
W'allerstein Spring Opening
Will Ite Revelatem of -Art of
leeplay.
No where in the south, and in but
few places in the north, of its size,
BARGAIN
STORE PRICES
LEAN YOUR WAY.
Call in and be convinced
-•
65e and 50.2 values for._..39C
Ladies' Silk lisle hose,
regular 50e value for 39C
Ladies' fancy cotton hose,
worth 50c, for
Ladies Kid and Tinsel hefts,
50e value, for......._-.-_39C
All 50c and 55c Corsets
for- 39C
Men's fine Madras work
shirts 65c value for.... 39C
Men's ovetalls and jumpers
price 50e for ... 39c
Men's fine 50e suspenders
— 39C
Men's Balbriggan under-
wear worth 50e for. 39C
Ladies Summer waists, worth
75c for . 39C
Don't delay. Visit the
store today.
SOUTHERN
STORE COMPANY!Wal.d.Broettlwevy. 'TS
are retail merchants with the enter-
Klee, the spirit of Paducah's to be
found. Ft 13 asserted that several
of Paducah's merchants are years
ahead of the town, others modestly
say they but lead the way by a few
ewes.
In the foremost ranks of the enter-
prising, of the resourceful merchants,
of the stores that are ever striving
for the just a little better each year
is the firm of Wallerstein Bros. With
one of the prettiest snores to be
found anywhere, therale always on
the alert for something to improve
Its artistic beauty, and the quality
of its mer'ehenlese, and the broad
policy of the organization.
Beginning tomorrow th store will
bare an oeet'ag lasting all of next
week, and it veil be an event in the
history of Paducah retail merchants.
Probably, no more elaborate plans
for 'an exposition were ever made in
a city the size of Paducah. The
Whole interior will be a bower of
beauty. At the request of the Meters
Wallerstein no dttalis of the scheme
of decoration will be given the pub-
He, as they wish to hold it us a true
prise for their friend, but, the as
earanee is given that it will he a
revelation.
eSaturday, night wi:1 be the biggest
night of the exposition, and every
one is invited to attend, het, it next
week the exposition will continue
with, attractive features every day.
Deal's orchestra will furnish muse
tomorrow night, and attractive souv-
enirs will he given during the open-
ing w.tte every fifty cent purchase.
The work of decorating the *ore
and windows Is the work of Mr. .E P.
Rasmuesen. It is striking In every
detail, tastefuHy and harmoniously
carried owe Mr. Resmuesen has
done some fine work for the store in
the past two seaaona, and his work
always compels admiration, but is
/stele effort Is his great achievement.
The designs of the window decora-
tions ere at-three. The back ground
is a temple effect, with onyx pillars,
and is the handsomest ever seen in
Paducah.
Blue Jackets and Marines Land.
Washington, March 22.-- Blue
Jsckels and marines have been land-
ed by Commander Fullam from the
'Heed States gunboat Marietta at
ellen° and Ceiba and probably at
Puerto Cortei. Honduras, In order
to protect American Interferer.
That new roomer paid 12.000 for
dist vielin he prattleei on."
'I wish he'd lead* St for a $10
violin he could pia) ,"—l!ietrolt. Free
atom
PENNSY'S GRAFT
EQUALS FRISCO'S
Chandeliers That are Too
Heavy for Ceiling
State Capitol Thieves Are Preparing
Tor Grill, Unless 'Fluence la
Brought to Bear.
OUTSIDE BIDDERS NOT IN IT.
Harrisbure, ,Pa., March 22.—Tales
of chandeliers made heavy beyond
the safety point, of bidders not favor-
ed by the architect being exrluded
from facts upon which to base their
bids, and of modeling that should
have been included in the original
price costing $1'37,604e extra, were
the startling chargeri made today be-
fore the temmittee appointed by Gov.
Stuart to fathom the dharges of graft
in the construction of the new state-
house here.
Not only are the massive chande-
liers that etud, the ceilings of every
room in the capitol about lee pollees
heavier than they should be, but by
reason of their excessive weight they
are a oonstant menace to these who
occupy the rooms.
This fact was brought out in the
examination of John Maene, of Phil-
selelPhia, by James Soellet, of the
counsel. for the commission. MT. Me.-
ene is the sculptor who designed the
chandeliers. He was emoloyed by
the Pennsylvania Bronze compa.ny,
the ertueerganized by John H. Ain-
dersen. and which was the subcon-
tractor for all the bronze work in die
capitol.
Chandeliers Cast Solid.
Maene said that, while it was the
rule to make chandeliers as light as
possible, he had been instructed to
make the design for those to be
placed in the capitol as heavy as pos.-
tatlee, and that some of the chande-
liers are almost solid. -
According to records in the Posses-
sion of Mr. Scarlet, John H. Sander-
son, through the Pennsylvania Bronze
sompany, charged the state a total
of $137,600 for modeling the fixtures
after be had been paid the high rate
of $4 a pound for the material, In
them. In other words, he received
$4 a pound for the brew and, bronze
in the 'rouge', and an additional high
price for feebioning it.
"The plans and specifications call-
ed for mercurial geld plating on ehan-
deliers," said Mr. Scarlet, of the cos- ne
mission. "Have you examined any
of the fixture, to see if they are gold
plated?"
"I looked at, three," was Maene's
answer; "two in the main stairway,
and one in the house caucus room.
I could not find any go:d plate on
them. They were merely Polished
and lacquered."
Outskle Bidders Shut Out.
George J. Hammen, contract sales-
man for Stnavrtreidge & Clothier, told
the committee that when preparing a
bid for his firm under the special
schedule for 19;14, he had gone to the
office of Joseph M. Heston, the arch-
itect, for information as to the
amount of material that would be
needed, but had been—unable to get
information that would "enable him
to bid intelligently.
Ile was shown a cope of the In-
structions to bidders which Horton
was supposed to have furnished- all
bidders, and said he had never seen
it before. In reple to questions by
members of the commission. Ham-
men saicl.he had asked Huston for
the plan and for tramples, and was
told he must use those In Huston s
office, but that they could ,kot be tak-
en from the ()nice.
PROBING DEEP.
Frisce Grand Jury Going To Bottom
or Bribery.
San Francisco, March 22.— The
grand jury today resumed Its Inves-
tigation of the alleged graft and cor-
ruption en municipal affairs in this
city, and after an all day session,ad-
journed until Saturday morning. No
Indictments were returned today.
The entire day waa taken tip hi
probing further into the alleged brib-
ing of supervisors by telephone com-
panies, on which 27 Indictments al-
ready have been based. The supreme
court today, on request of attorneys
of Abraham Reef dismissed Ruef's
application for a writ of habeas cor-
pus to transfer him from the custody
of E'isor Biggy to that of Sheriff
O'Neill and to be taken 'from a ho-
tel to jail.
In the Slump.
Alfred H. Curtis, president of the
New York State Banking Associa-
tion, said: "I heard of one instance
where a man lost more than $1,000,-
000 an hour between the hours of
the opening and closing of the stock
exchange.' At the beginning of the
day he had a credit of $7,000,000,
with his brokers. When the market
closed at 3 o'clock it had been re-
duced to $750,000, Still a rich man,
you say, but In his own mind doubt-
less a veritable pauper. Things that
he could do a couple of days ago are
now impossible, unattainable. Luxu-
ries that he regarded on Tuesday or
Wednesday merely as the necessi-
ties of life are now ouly things to
dream above And this $6,250,000
loss is only one instance. There are
hundreds of other men who have
parted, with amounts ranging from
$100 000 to $1,00,000.
In Seam and Out.
A poet on "The Spring"—
'Tees this lie wrote about.
A poet on the spring—
He was when be went out,
—Buffalo EXIAVESS.
"De man dre keeps buten' in."
said Uncle Eeen, "is jes' like my goat
Sometimes he goes right through de
oestruotions, an' sometimes he jes'
gite a headaehe."-----Weshington Star.
ENfil,ERT
AND
BRYANT'S
HAM SALE
Saturday, March 23.
Fancy Sugar Cured
Hams, per pound
13 1=2
A special that has
value.
BOTH PHONES NO. 353
Every Ham Guaranteed
CLARK'S SPECIALS
Saturday,
4 bu. Irish Potatoes  25c
Dozen NVilhuer Herring  20c
Dozen Rolled Herring  ter
Dozen Dried Herring  ler
Doien Dill Pickles  1.04-
Dozen Sour Pickles  1.0c
3Ihs. Mines Meat 
Dozen Pig Feet Pickled  24}c
3 Oorn Make  25c
3 pkge CeStiold Starch 6 lec
3 pkgs. Saratoga Flakes  2.5e
3 pkgs. Chocolate Fiercer*  2,5c
24Th bag Pansy Flour  05r
50Th hag Patent Flour  $1,210
leirprl, per dozen 
Green seal Meal  Inc., li5c, Ate
7 bars Swift Pride Soon  2,S.•
pigs.swift Washing Powder   1(le
32t, Brick Cod Flab  20c
4 pkits Shredded Oodllah  16c
3 cam; Raspberry Preserves .
31b Laser Figs  See
3 carte FernelP11 Po's*  /  40c
31h large Prunes  tree
3m Mailed Rideau; 4 .
March 23.
21t) Red Pru nee .... 
2 bottles Heinz Oatsup 
25e bottle Oatsup 
)5c jar Ferndell Preserves  
Lea & Perens' Sauce 
2 can't; Beech Nut Flak, Bean 
nth Pure Fruit Jam 
3 llto cans Table Peaches  Li
2 cans Honey Dew Peas 
3 cans Argonaut ("ream Ckwn
3 cane Stripeless Beans 
3 flans Premier Lima Beans
C cans cheap Corn 
2 cans Little Fellow limos ...
cans Corn Beef ..... . 2
3 rang Baker! Deem' 
fens Wired Dried Beef 
2 cans Rowe of Sharon Bk, Beans I
cans Mutton Chop Tomatoes  
3 mane Virgin Dorn 
cane Asparagus CPA 
inns Ferndel) Salmon 
Bulk 014ree, per quart 
8 cakes Toilet ; Snap 
IR) ran Baiting Powled and Pict-
ure   sae
-
-c 114
6pring 6howing •
varpets, gup, Vurtain6 and 9raperq Vilaterials
'foul Vomplete.
THE advent of Spring finds us splendidly prepared to take ears of yourwants in these lines, which is without question the largest and
most complete stock ever shown in this city. Our reputation for quality
and style is fully maintained in our showing this season, and the many ex-
clusive fabrics shown only by our house gives our stock a distinctiveness
far above the mediocre.
Axminster Carpets. 
Velvet Carpets ---
Brussels Carpets..
Ingrain Carpets 
$1.15 to $165
-$1 00 to $1 50
to 95c
• 26 to 75c
Lace Curtains
Tapestry Portlers 
Rope Poitiers ....
Snowflake Curtains...__
‘'el vet Rugs, 9x12,......$22.50 to $50.00
az m inst..er Rugs, 9x12 120 00 to $30 00
Brussels Rugs, 9112..113 50 to $13 90
Ingrain Rugs 9112 $8.50 to $11 50
 7be to 450.00
$1.75 to $12.00
......-.......$1 50 to $8 50
to $4.50
White Nets, Arab Nets, Colored Nets, Irish Point Nets, White Madras,
Colored Madras, Figured Swiss, plain Scrim, figured Scrim, Denim, Cretone Taf-
feta Cloth, Furlap, Damask, Tapestry, Rep.
Jpecial 28 in. colored Madras, for door and window draperies, lin re- 15cproductions of finest imported goods, all colors, per yard ....... 
,
Exposition Week
At Wailer st ein's
Starts Tomorrow
,
This Spring our Opening takes the form of an
Exposition, lasting an entire week. All our friends
and patrons will thus he given an opportunity to in-
spect the gorgeous display oi Apparel fo_r Men, roug
Men and Boys which we have prepared for thisL.
Spring. .
Our always_ handsome store will be most at-
tractively decorated; the exterior, the interior and the
windows. Don't fail to see them._ _ _
•,..
During the entire week handsome souvenirs will
be presented with each purchase of_nity cents or mole.
They are on display in our windows.
Tomorrow BEING THE - FIRST DAY,
so Inc special features have been arranged, not the leart
1
1
1
1
ath active of which will be concert selections rendered_
in the evpung by Deal's Orchestra._ .
We extend you a most cordial invitation .to be
our guest on this occasion.
..
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Spring Time Suggests House Cleaning and Nets) Furniture
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We Are Now Ready With Our Greatest Display of House FurnishingsThe Most Attractive Feature of Which Are the Low Prices and Easy Method of PaymentSpringtime suggests to every one _the thought of many much needed changes In-the furnishing OT-their home, and this season we-beTieve we are better prepared than-ever before to meet the demands of our friends and customers. Many a time this winter youhave doubtless said to yourself "I can't afford it" when you looked at some shabby or out-of-date piece of furniture with an eye tochange, but we say to you most emphatically that you can afford it. By the aid of our broad and liberal part-payment plan anyhonest man or woman may have the best the furniture markets offer. Simply select what you want and tell us to "charge it"---adollar or two will do. Come in tomorrow and let us show you the most complete stock of fine furniture in Paducah.
Center and Library Tables
75c to $45.00
'We show an endless variety of Center and Library
Tables—mahogany, golden oak, quartered and
polished, weathered oak, mission style—in feet all
the most popular finishes—and the prices are as
varied as the designs, ranging as they do from
75C to $75.00.
Splendid Showing of Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lino.
leums at Low, Easy-to:Pay Prices.
Me mammoth Swinging Display Rack in our Carpet Department, on the second floor, istruly a thing of beauty, for it contains almost one hundred and fifty new room-size Rugs,ranging in price all the way from $9 to $45. The patterns are exquisite, as we believe youwill concede when you have seen them. We have also ready for inspection carpets fromthe cheapest ingrain to the most expensive Wiltons, Moquettes and Axminsters; small rugsfrom $1 to $17 50, matting. from 10c to 60c a yard, floor oil cloths from ?5c to 45c a yardand linoleum. from 40c to $1.35 a yard. Our Carpet Department is in charge of Mr. JohnW. DipPle, who will take pleasure in showing the most complete line of floor coveringsever shown in the city. ,
Hall Seats
Weathered and
golden, iluartered
and polished, -stor-
age space under
the seat
$4.50 to $2S
A LLW I N GO-CARTS
$6.00 to $12.50
The Allwin Go-Cart may be had
only at oui store, and we say with-
out hesitation it is the best and
most convenient cart on the mar-
ket today. The leather trimmings
are rich and handEome, the enemel
is BAKED on—not, Painted—the
frame is of steel, making it strong
and durable, yet light. All orna-
ments are heavily nickeled. The
cart is capable of three adjust-
ments—uprifht, reclining and col-
lapsed. qui), simple movement col-
lapses it and it is then ready to
take on street car or train, occupy-
Aug almost no space. If you are in-
terested in go-carts don't fail to
see this one. $6 to $12.50.
Safety Baby Walker
$3.00 to $4.00
• The Safety Baby Walker is one of
the greatest helps to the weary
mother ever invented. It combines
amusement for..thababy with shoo.
lute safety, for you many pla e
him in it with the assurance that
no harm will come to him. Price
from $3 to $4.
MEYER .80TI-1 CO
RI FRI6ERATORS $6 to $75
See the New Herrick.
Ours is an immense line of Re-
frigerators, comprising the pro-
ducts of the leading manufacturers,
but THE HERRICK takes first
place. This nieana that we regard
it as the most sanitary, economical
altogether satisfactory refrigera-
tor on the market. Its wood or
porcelain lining and perfect, venti-
lation make it possible for us to
guarantee it. Price from $6 to $75.
,DF. IL 'GARDNER & CO.
SOLE AGENTS FOR-HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINETS"
114-116 South Third Street.
Hall Trees
Weathered and
golden oak -finish,
quartered and
polished
$5.50 to $45
Japanese Shirt Waist Boxes
$3.75 to $16.00
Another large shipment of Japanese Shirt Waist
Boxes has just been placed on the floor, all sizes
from 30 to 72 inches in length. These boxes are
all cedar, tastefully trimmed in bamboo, arid we
have them as low as $3.75 and up to $16.
JAR.DINIERES—A beautiful selection, all
sizes, ranging in price from 25c to $10. See the
new matt green finish and the hand painted ones.
01p/r1.1i..4 1144, by '
1 here's Econnmy in the Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet
A Hcosier Cabinet cuts the housekeepers' work in two. It's pantry,
provision room and shelves, all made into one hindsome.piece of fur-niture. You could not pay in money for the time and energy it saves
—everything at your fingers' end. Priced as low as $15.00.
Summer Porch
Furniture
It may seem a little early to talk
about Porch Yurniture, but these
beautiful days strongly tempt one
out of doors and we whh to an-
nounce that in a day or two we
will have on display one of the
the .rnost ..complete and artistic
showings of Porch Furniture ever
brought to Paducah. There will be
tVro and three piece sets and single
pieces. The stock will embrace
everything from the bright,
cheery painted pieces to the more
elaborate and costly Reed and
Weathered Oak Sets, priced from
$3.50 to $15.00 a set. It
will he a pleasure to show them to
you when they arrive.
Our easy payment plan is
hom to housekeepers. Let
us tell you about it.
Simplicity Davenport Bed
$14.00 to $35.00
The Simplicity Steel Davenport
Bed is a marvel of comfort and
utility. in an instant, with a
single movement, your sofa be-
comes a roomy, comfortable bed.
The handsomely finished steel
frame lends strength and grace to
an immensely practical piece of
furniture The upholstering is 110
varied in coloring, quality and
price tnat it is easy to ,find just
exactly what you want. Priced
from $14 to $35.
We are always pleased to• showa anything we have in rtock and
have our pica companV
with any ones.
•
•••••••••••
•
•••
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Melba ss. Caruso.
"It Is said that when Oscarillam-
Imerstein was preparing to launch
himse:f upon the stormy v.aters of
opera he invited a council of his
friends to offer him advice," writes
H. J. Henderson in "The Opera," in
the Febtuary Everybody's. "With
one accord they said, 'Either shoot
Caruso or get him away from Con-
Tied.' Mr. Hammerstein, thus sus-
pended between crime and impossi-
bility laid -btu-- Miner- beshte •hts nos
and said, 'Melba.' Perchance, it
would have coat him less to get Car-
uso out of the Couriedian fold, for
Melba is.ofecially declared to be the
highest-priced singer on the lyric
stage just-now. She asserts that on-
ly Patti was ever paid more than she
Is. Important as this fact may be,
It is sti:I more interesting to lovers
of singing to know that her voice,one
of the most beautiful that the world
has ver heard, has come bark to its
best 
le 
state. _ She sang :last summer
in London in such a wayl that the
critics were captivated by the ravish-
Irg beauty of her tones. It is good
to have her back, but a pity that she
is not here for a longer stay."
• The Original "Calendar."
To the modern world a "calendar"
Is merely a harmless necessary re-
nitride': of weeks and days, to be hung
tip on New Year's Day and consult-
ed in dating letters throughout the
year. It has no such mournful
sound as "calendarium" has for the
antlent Romans. The original "cal-
endar" of their time was the money
lender's account book, so called be-
cause interest was due from the
debtor on the calends, ou- first day of
each month. That is why Seneca
Apeaks of "calendar" as a word in-
vented outside the course of nature
on account of human greed. It is a
word which may help to persuade us
that the world has grown kindlier.—
London Chroniele.
Borrowell— It doest't pay to
strike a man when he is down.ilard-
uppe—No: the chances are he hasn't
anything, anyhow.— Philadelphia
Record.
TO BREAK UP A (OLD,
An einInent authority on
lung trcuble, who effoeted
many remaruatile cures In his
camp for consumptives in the
pine woods of Maine, advises
the use of the -following for-
mula: Virgin 011 of Pine
(Pure), one-half tepee; Gly-
cerine, two ounces: good Whis-
ky, one-half pint. Shake well
and take in teaspoonful doses.
It wibl break up a cold in twen-
ty-four hours and. cure any
cough._that is curable. The in-
gredients are not expensive
and can be secured from any
good prescription druggist, but
great care should be exercised
to have them pure, as there
are many adulterated imita-
tions of this pine product
whieh create nausea and never
effect the desired results.
Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure is
,put up in half-ounce vials for
druggists to dispense in filling
prescriptions. Each vial is se-
curely sealed In a round wood-
en case with engraved wrapper,
with the name—Virgin Oil of
Pine (Pure. Guaranteed under
'the Food and Drugs Act of
June 30, 1906, serial number
451. Prepared only by Leach
Chemical Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
—plainly printed thereon . To
avoid substitution, it is beat
that the ingredients be purchas-
ed separately 'and the mixture
prepared at home.
-----
Trees Turned to Newspapers.
The products of the paper mills of
the country, mostly, in New England
and the North Central States, have
increased eighteenfold since 1850.
Over $3,500,000 cords of . wood are
being need every year in making pulp
in our newspapers at a rate which is
causing much alarm to these scien-
tists interested in preserving the for-
ests. Leading publishers have taken
time by the forelock and bought
thousands of square miles of virgin
forests in. Newfoundland_
•
They had been discussing the pro-
nunciation of "oleomargarine" and
finally agreed to leave it to the wai-
ter, but he hedged. "Sure," said Ite,
"F have to pronounce it butter or
lose my job."—Tattler.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
ABRAM L. WELL & CO.
Travelers Insurance Co.
Iligsx. est arid Oldeett•
Office Phones 369. Residence Phones 726
Campbell fiuilditig, 13ttduCali, Ky.
KENTUCKY MAY GO
TO REPUBLICANS
All Washington is Hopeful of
Results Here
News Notes and Gossip From Na-
tional Capital of Polities and
Public Business.-
• 
rUlt INTERNAL WATERWAYS.
Washington, March 22.—"Ken-
tucky in the Republican column," is
the optimistic opinion of Richard P.
Ernst, chairman of the Republican
State Committee of Kentucky. Mr.
Ernst has been hen' for several days
trying to enlist Mr. Roosevelt's sup-
port in the coming state elections.
The Republicans of the Blue Grass
state hold their convention on June
19 and from reports they have been
bringirr• to the white house, it is evi-
dent that they believe strongly that
success will perch on the Republican
banners this fall. They seem to
think that the enforced retirement
of Senator Blackburn and the defeat
of Senator McCreary by Governor
Beckham have disrupted the Demo-
cratic party so badly In the state that
Its defeat is almost certain. There
is an added reagon why the Kentuc-
ky state convention is being regard-
ed here with intense interest. This
is found In the face that the conven-
tton will be the first of its kind this
year and that whatever action it may
take toward endorsing the Republi-
can candidate for president will go
fa long ways toward shaping future
politics especially so since the lead-
ers of the party in Kentucky have
been in such close touch with Presi-
dent Roosevelt. Vice-President
Fairbanks, Secretary of War Taft,
and other presidential possilblities
are focusing their entire attention
on the coming political gathering.
Although congress passed at the
last session an oppropriation bill
carrying approximately $87,000,000
-for the improvement of the water-
ways of the country, the national
sentiment in favor of rapidly and
scientifical'y developing these chan-
nels of trade has grown so remarks
bly that a number of states have
made specific appropriations to has-
ten the work. Word has just been
received here that Oregon has ap-
propriated $300,000 to aid the feder-
al government in acquiring the locks
and canal at Oregon city, with a view
to making the Williamette rivet—abso-
lutely free to commerce. These west-
esn states realize that money paid
Out in this way is a direct investment
that will return immediate interest
In the shape of reduced freight rates.
In addition, every citizen shares
in the benefits derived from this
cheapened transportation, for It af-
fects primarily the price of the nee-
cessaries of life. Grain growers are
enabled to market their products at a
much more reasonable rate, thus en-
aiding the baker to increase the size
of his loaf or-decrease its cost. The
same condition extedns to all lines of
production, and thus the initial bene.
firs of reduced transportation tolls
are multiplied, and effect all claws
of.people. At the convention of the
national river's and harbor's congress
held in this city in December, the
state of Oregon sent:Jen delegates,
headed hy Governor Chamberlain, to
work with the organization to the
end that the federal government
should provide an annual appropria-
tion of $500,000,000 for the nation-
al work of development. This nation-
al organization is continuing its ef-
forts tilting this line, and at the pre-
sent time is seeking to Increase its
member/1411p so that it may exert
even greater Influence with the sixti-
eth conerees:
Another stamp has been added to
those already authorized In commem-
oration of the Jamestown Exposition.
It is of a five-cent denomination and
will !tear a likeness of the head of
Pochohotifas. Eight million of them
are to be issued to supply the de-
mand for foreign postage. A vignette
of Captain John Smith in green is to
decorate the one-cent stamp, of
which ten million are being printed,
while the fourteen million issue of
the two-cent stamps will have a de-
scriptive scene, "The Founding of
Jamestoyin" pictured in red.
Evidently the American people are
awakening to the necessity for the
conservation of the forests and the
establishment of new onee. Such l
groat interest has been amusd in the ,
subject that the bureau of foretsry
has been compelled to add consider-I
ably to It! publications. In aad1- 1
lion to the 14 bulletins and circu-
lars dwelling on -the general princi-
ples of forest conservation and re-
placement, the service has just issu-
ed 24 special etrculars, or_leaflets,'
treating of specific trees. It is add-
ing to this settee 16 more documents
treating particularly of frees adapt-
led to eonditions In Appalotehlan
..mountains end file Middle viestern
states.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE- 4--
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
1 .11 Ask any dealer for
the oldest  bottled in
bond whiskey he
has in stock and i?ou
will get either
EARLY TIMES or
JACK BEAM. It's
eight  summers old.
iso•
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Millinery Opening
Friday and Saturday, March 22-23
° The most superb, most beautiful, most
varied showing of trimmed and un-
trimmed hats ever before seen, priced At
prices to make it everybody's interest to
buy here. Easter millinery in all its glory.
Harbour's Millinery Department
American Students in Germany, _
In the ear:penineties it was easier
for foreigners to get into the Berlin
University than it is now. Today, I
am told, certificates and diplomas
from other institutions must be
shown before the student ion ma-
triculate. In •1890; my matriculat-
ing year, all that was necessary to
become enrolled as a student in good
standing, Was to have a twenty-
mark piece in one's pocket to pay
the matriculation lee, and perhaps
fifty marks more to pay for one's
,first semester's lectares. Nothing
was asked about one's former studies
or academic traininp.' The trrriVer-•
sity was open to all male foreigners
over seventeen years of age. Ger-
mans had to show a Gymnasium, or
preparatory school certificate, but
foreigners were accepted on their
face value.
I can hardly suppress a smile now
when I think of my entrance into this
famous university. To be sure, I
had the necessary amount of money,
and had long sluee passed the re-
quired age limit, but I am afraid
that a stock-taking of my other qual-
ifications would have left me woe-
fully in the lurch, had the other qual-
ifications not been taken for granted.
There were two years at an Ameri-
can college to my credit. My Ger-
man at the time had been selected
principally from the coallpaesers'
vocabulary.
To take a Ph.D., at Berlin, In my
day, at least one major study was re-
quired and also two minors. There
were no examinations until the can-
didate fort degrees were ready to
promoviren to try for their Doctor's
degree. At the end bf the three
years six semesters, such candidate&
were called before their profssorr,
and made to tell what they know
both in their major and minor studies
The examination was oral and alleg-
ed to be pretty minute, hut I have
been told by a Japanese, with a Ph.
D., degree from Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity and preliminary study in
German institutions, that, in his case
he would have preferred to take his
chances in a boat with the Berlin
examiners.
The sIgnifleeece of the title was
by no means dear to me on matricu-
lating In Berlin. In an indefinite
sort of way I knew that It stood for
SPRING HERE
When getting out your spring at-
tire, don't forget the Faultless
Pressing Club is now prepared to
do all kinds of repair work. Scour-
ing and French dry Cleaning. We
have added a form of experienced
men to look after this department
and guarantee perfect Satisfaction.
LA DIES WORK A SPECIALTY
Jackets cleaned and
pressed ... .... . $1.00 to $2.00
Skirts cleaned and
pressed _ .  .75 to $1.50
Men's Suits cleaned and
pressed 51.110 to $2.00
Men's trousers cleaned and
pressed  .60 to .75
Al! work called for and deiirired
In Covered wagon.
CI u I) membership $1.00 per month
Join now and have your ..clOthes
pressed for Kanter.
FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
( 1 oiler new managententl
NO Mewl ISOr Ilialrter. Pt's/
iA•
-101110(..
THE
FAULTLESFITTING
ZliGIE
Dorothy Dodd Oxfords
For Spring
FEH E new Dorothy Dodd Oxfords have arrived and
r are now on display. They are made in so
great and pleasing a variety of shapes and patterns
that the most exacting taste is assured of finding a
style to satisfy. As to leathers, the "Dorothy Dodd"
line comprises everything--patent leather, gun metal,
glazed kid and all the other popular kinds.
Time was when a stylish shoe was expected to
be uncomfortable, but the Dorothy Dodd idea is
that style should be one of the chief comforts in a
woman's shoe. This perfect comfort is attained on-
ly by following closely Nature's lines; the result is a
perfect fitting shoe, in which the toes are as free as
the fingers in a glove.
The prices are only $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50
_
but you can't get a better shoe at anurice.
Exclusively at
LENER & LYDON
certain learned acquirements, but
What these amounted to puzzled me
much of the time, and it does yet.
Occasionally, some visittag clergy-
man would preach for our local pas-
tor in the American Church, and I
noticed that when a Ph.D , was a
part of his title, It was thought ex-
tra good form to pay extra attention
to his discourse.—Success.
About Finger Nails.
The growth of the average fingc
nail is computed to be one-thirty-se,
ond of an inch a week, or a 1101,
more than an inch and a halt a yral
The finger nails are said to grow
faster in the summer than In the
winter. The nail on the middle fin-
ger grows faster than any of the
other natl., and -that one on the
thumb grows slowest. it Is also said
that the nails on the fight hand grow.
faster than those on the !eft band.
According to the rate of growth
stated, the average time taken for
each finger nail.- to grow its full
oath Is about four and a half
ralthis, and at this rate a man. 70
ire old would have renewed hiS
•f*
of each natl as half an inch, he would
have grown seven, feet and nine
inches of nail on each finger, and on
all his fingers and thumbs an aggre-
gate length of seventy-seven and one
half feel—Popular Science Sifting!.
•
which axis that full-grown rhinocer-
oses cost $12,000 apiece.
34r. Scruppington (meanily)-11Ta-
yah! And isn't it a pity that women
can't wear them on their hats?—
April Smart Set.
The Happy Family. "Me reason rich men give you ad-
Mrs. ScrappIngton (in the Midst vice on how to do it is because it
of her reading)—Here in an item isn't the real way.
American-German National !Bank
capital $2130,000.00
Surplus and undivided profits  100,000.00
Stockholders iial,llky  230,000.0o
Total LS00,000.00
Total resources $985,452.11.1
DIRECTORS:
W. F. Rrialehaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys: J. .1.
Rooter, Wholesale Potteiy; Louis 10. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & CA).*
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H, A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
supplies; C. F.Ytieke, of C. H Ricks' & Sons.Wholesale Dry Goods:
Muscoe Burnett., Supt. & Treas. Pad, Water Co.
GRXI. C. THOMPSON, Preaidest...
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President;
ED, L. ATKTN14, nuttier,
•
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ALL WOMEN
SUFFER
from the same physical disturbances,
and the nature of their duties, in
many cases, quickly drift them into
the horrors of all kinds of female
cemplaints, organic troubles, ulcera-
tion, falling and displacements, or
perhaps irregularity or suppression
causing backache, nervousness, ir-
ritability, and sleeplessness.
Women everywhere should re-
member that the medicine that holds
the record for the largest number of
MRS. A. M. MAGERMANN actual cures of female ills is
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
made from simple native roots and herbs. For more than thirty yearsit has been helping women to be strong, regulating the functions per-fectly and overcoming pain. It has also proved itself ievaluable in pre-paring for child birth and the Change of Life.
Mrs. A. M. Hagermann, of Bay Shore, L. I., writes :—Dear Mrs.Pinkha.m:—"I suffered from& displacement, excessive and painfulfunctions so that I had to lie down or sit still most of the time.Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has made we a well woman sothat I am able to attend to my duties. I wish every suffering womanwould try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and see what reliefit wW give them."
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female illness are invited to write
Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass. for advice She is the Mrs. Pinkham whohas been advising sick women free of charge for more than twentyyears, and before that she assisted her mother-In-law Lydia E. Pink.ham in advising. Therefore she is especially well qualified to guidesick women back to health.
 r.
The Ditch Brigade.
(The army will build the Panama
canal.—News elem.)
Heti a league, half a league,
Half a league onward!
Down in the Panama ditch
Dug the six hendred.
"Forward, the Ditch Brigade!
Onto the job," he Fait"
Down in the Panama ditch
Dug the six hundred,
"Forward the Ditch Brigade!"
Not with keen saber blade,
But with pink and spade,
As the isthmus they sundered;
Theirs not the right to quit,
And gild the empty mitt;
Theirs but the job to het---
Down in the Panama Wear
Dug the six hundred.
Jungles to right of them,
Skeeter, all aroune them,
Tuft in the rear of them,
Typewriters thundered;
Stormed at by Teddy, too,
Bravely they dug and true,
Fiercely the ehovels flew—
Down in the Panama Ditch
Dug the six hundred.
When can their glory fade
Heroes of the pick and spade!
All the world wondered.
,••Hratior brass buttons and -braid,
1-Iituor the Ditch Brigade,
Noble six hundred!
Petersburg Preen.
Political Stories.
Among the good political stories
abounding in the diary of Sir M. E.
Grant-Duff are these:
Sir William Gregor told (leant-
Duff that as a boy he was takent to
!room, After he had been tihere for
some time the great minister said:
"My boy, is there anything here you
would like?" "Yes," tie answered,
"thet"—pointing to a large stick of
sealing-wax. "Very well, indeed,"
said •Lord Melbourne, pressing it on
him, together with a bundle of pens.
"Begin 'life early. All these things
belong to the public, said your brie-
iness must •be always to get out of
the public -as -much as you can."
Gladstone was present. "Highly im-
moral doctrine!" he exclaimed.
Another st9'y quite as cynical con-
cerns DiseaAi. Sir John .Hawker
once said to h:m •aathey at together
in the house of cormons: "You
know all these men 3iipoeite us well.
I don't mean that front bench—we
all know more or less about those
there—I mean the men immediately.
behind. Teel me about them." Dis-
raeli adjusted hie eXenless and look-
ed along the bench. "Do you see
that man " he said, painting to one
of the members. "He is -Theeeeteat-
est rascal living—I knighted him!"-
London Ticl-Bits.
Ilubby—"Awfully scery I'm so
late, dear. Been detained on busi-
nem with -Newcombe all the evening."
WIfey—"Yos, darling. Mr. Newcombe
has been waltleg here for you since
9 o'clock."—Bestareder.
•
"Teel the man hew old you are"
urged the mother. Ttua child hesi-
tated.
"Ah, I see," said the stranger, "It's
a girl."—Detroit Free Press.
The Republic of Panama contains
about 20,781,000 acres of land, of
which about 76,450 acres are under
see Lord Melbourne in hie official cultivation.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
123.424 N. Fourth St. Phonemes 787
«priiitssw4;,i
A Finished Touch
Can be given to the dainty Easter costume by
the use of one of our
Choice Back Conths front .
handsome Belt Buckles .
Vanity Braes and Card Cases
50c to $5.00
50c to $1.5o
12•to $6.no
We have just received a new selection of Lockets.
Chains, Rings, list Pins, Bracelets. All at popular
prima.
In our Repair Department we turn out work second
to none. Let Us have your watch or. clock the next
time It needs attention. Satisfaction guaranteed.
J. L. WANNER
Jevvelor
1alione 3.r. 311 IBroeitiway
•
TO LINCOLN PARK Weak Lungs
PIKE TO BE BUILT
Jefferson Fiscal Court is Con-
sidering Routes
Bullitt, Spencer, Nelson and Larne
Counties Will Be Traversed by
Proposed Boulevard.
GOES TO OLD LINCOLN FARM.
Louisville, March 22.—When the
fiscal court assembled shortly after
11 o'clock this morning a number
of representatives from counties In-
terested in the proposed Lincoln
F:ark boulevard were present to ad-
vocate their respective claims. Louis-
ville, of course, holds the key to the
situation and Jefferson county will
therefore pick the way the boule-
vard will go.
One proposed route is by the
Bardstown pike through Bardstown
and, after running fifteen miles
through Jefferson county, will lie
six miles in &ulna, two and one-
half miles in Spencer and twenty-six
miles in Nelson county to the Larue
county line. From there on to the
Lincoln farm is eight miles. An-
other warmly advocated route is
rather shorter and, after leaving Jef-
ferson county, is principally in Bul-
litt and Hardin countiee and runs
through Shepherdsville and Eliza-
bethtown.
The third proposed route lies
through West Point, but it has not
been very vigorously advocated.
Upon calling the Fiscal Court to
order Judge Wilson announced that
the boulevard was set a special hear-
ing at 3 o'clock this afternon.
Several Delegations Here.
Here representing Nelson county
ar Judge John S. Kelly, of Bards-
-town, Magistrates W. D. McClain
and E. H. Arnold, J. B. Bowles, R.
C. Cherry, Leslie Samuels, John J.
Burry, Sylvester Repier, Clarence
Redman E. C. Duncan, Frank Boone,
W. Halsteffil.. From Spencer cowr-
y,. advocating the same route are
Jtidge John Speed and Judge Shind-
ler.
sentatives
advantage of
runs right by a p:a
and his fanilly moved
There is also a view of thereelte of
the school house where the grea
encipator went to school. The ruins
of the distillery where his father and
mother were employed, can be ceen.
All these points of interest are in La-
rue county,
R. M. Ford and W. H. Boone are
here for Lame county, Represent-
ing Ile 9hepherdsville route are the
following from Builitt county: Coun-
ty Judge R. F. Hays, C. B. Brad-
bury J. 0. Carruthers. Ben Chepeze
and Robert Smith. This route has
the advantage of being shorter than
the other.
Nelson and Spencer repre-
special stress on tiae
r route because It
where Lincoln
Ile a bey.
Of Chief Importance.
Mistress—Oh, Gweielolen, what has
happened?
Geendolen—It's all Ogle. intelani; I
eaven't hurt myself!
A Haman. Appeal,
A humane citizen of Richmond,
Id., Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 We
Main St., says: "I appeal to all pee
sons with weak lungs to take Dr.
King's New Discovery, the only fens.
dy that has helped me and fully
comes up to the proprietor's rerom-
meniation." It saves more lives that
all other throat and lung remedies
put together. Used as cough and cold
cure the world over. Cures asthma,
bronchitis, croup. whooping cough,
quinsy, hoarseness, and phthisle,
stops hemorrhages of the lungs ane
builds them up. Guaranteed at al
druggists. 60o and $1,.00. Trial
bottle fret'.
Leslie M. Shaw in his new office in
New York gets around so early le
the morning as to make the office
boys uncomfortable.
NEED VINOL
its cod liver oil elements heal
and strengthen the lungs
Many people inherit weak lungs
which are likely to be attacked by
consumption, So also are lungs
weakened- by disease or by a stub-
born hacking cough.
No matter what the cause Vinol
strengthens weak lungs and gives
one the power to throw off wasting
diseases.
• The reason that Vinol has such
power to heal and at hen is
because it contains in a con-
centrated form all of th
medicinal and strength-creating ele-
ments of cod liver oil, actually taken
from fresh cods' livers, with the use-
less, nauseating oil eliminated and
tonic iron added.
So sure are we of what Vinol will
do that we ask every person in Padu-
cah suffering from weak lungs, stub-
born hacking coughs or any wasting
disease to try Vino: on our offer to
return money if it falls. W. B. Mc-
Pherson, Druggist.
NOTE.—While we are sole agents
for -Vinol is Paducah, it is now for
sale at the leading drug store in near-
ly every town anti city in the country.
Look for the Vinol agency in your
town.
A Plea for the Indolent.
Men who fill unaccustomed
sitlens, exacting severe mental toil,
are almost sure to be shortlived.
Persons whose calling subject them
to a heavy nervous strain ought oc-
casionally to spend a day or two in
bed. Even an afaernoon nap is a
tonic, and may do much to lessen the
wear and tear of nervous, anxious
days. One of the ablest statesmen
of modern times, when once re:
proached in early life for indo:ence,
retorted, "I am storing energy."—
Success.
p0-
The Touch That Heals.
Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica
ye. It's the happiest combina-
tion et Arnica flowers' and healing
balsams evee compounded. No mat-
ter how old thee sore or nicer is, this
Salve will cure it. or burns, scalds,
cuts„ wounds or piles, Us an abso-
lute cure. Guarant4ed bk-sli drug-
gists. 25c.
Erlitor--"j notice that you say that
the women at the ball tonleht wee
'elegantly gowned.' Do yeti think
that 'gowned' is a good word?"
Repo'-ter--- "Well, you couldn't call
them dressed."—Somerville Journal.
The living the world owes a man
costs more to collect than it is
worth.
A man can brag even about how
loud his baby can cry.
Lively Times in
Want Ad: Land
The man "on a quest Is
abroad In the land--in
"WANT-AD.-LAND."
He is a many-sided man—
for he wants to trade a fold-
ing bed for a phonograph— a
carriage—to hire a servant
girl—to find another clerk
for his store—to rent some
furnished rootnie--to find a
busineaa partner—to sell a
patent—to dispose of a busi-
ness venture- to sell such
things as trombones and
trucks, bonds and book-eases,
crutches and cash-registers--
to find the elusive "better
tertant."—to buy a piece of Ma
chinery—to buy and to sell
and to !ease and to exchange
and to hire and to find all
sorter of things in all parts of
the city.
The "QUIINT.MAN" makes
"WANT-AD-LAND" an inter-
ceding place—and the want
ed. column INTERESTING
AND IMPORTANT READ..
INS!
The cost of a want ad, hi THE
SUN Is only ONE CENT
WORD. •
ORGANIZED LAWLESSNESS
IN KENTUCKY
A spasmodic outbreak of passion,
whether it be of individuals or com-
munities, is always to be deprecated,
but it does not todicate any serious
demoralization of public opinion.
But whether lawlessness becomes
organized lithen men described as
"night raiders" go about the countrn
intimidating the private citizen, con-
fiscating and destroyers his property
and defying the officers of the law,
we have manifest an altogether dif-
ferent situation, and one which the
public may not long tolerate without
serious loss to its most important in-
terests.
In Western Kentucky at this time
there is organized lawlessness. Just
how comprehensive the organization,
just how far men responsible are
known to the courts, we have no
Means at hand of determining, but
there are sides in the grand jury, in
the petit jury, in the sheriff, In the
commonwealth's attorney and in the
Judges ample power to suppress an;
organization, bent upon, the destr.uc-
tion of property, the intimidation of
men, or the taking of life.
Some time ago the Evening Post
quoted at length the statutes of the
State, passed years ago to meet just
such a condition of affairs as has re-
cently arisen in Western Kentucky.
We have such confidence in the sober
Judgment of the people of Kentucky;
we have such faith in their courage
and their conservatism, that we be-
lieve that the night raiders (the law-
less men who, under the plea of re-
-slating lawless combinations, are
themselves encouraging and strength-
ening the very influence they pro-
tend to combat), will be-detected, ar-
rested, fairly tried, promptly condemn
ed and severely punished.
It has been customary for the peo-
ple of Western Kentucky to talk
about the mountain counties of the
State with a certain kind of contempt,
or at least in a "holier than thou"
A Touch Down!
the College Days Cigar has scored a success from
the outset.
It has become the steady companion of a large pro-
portion of the college men, young professional men and
business men wherever they have learned of its merits.
It has the unusual quality at a low price to deserve
this—to command it.
College Days
CIGAR, 6 for 25c.
No such cigar quality has ever been sold in ordinary
cigar stores even at 5c. straight before.
It's only the National Cigar Stands' plan that makes
he College Days possible at this price.
The best cigars are now sold in the 2,000 Drug Stores having
the National Cigar Stands Emblem in the window.
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W. B. MePHERSON, 335 Broadway;
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets,
J. D. BACON, Seventh and Jackson Street..
J. C. GILBERT, 1840 Meyers Street.
PETTIT'S RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Ste.
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway,
conscience of the people rather
to their pride and vain glory.
rehabilitation of the State is no
than
The
easy
spirit. matter. It cannot be secured by one
There is no longer any justifica- proclamation nor assured by one elec-
tion for such an attitude. Yet, we re tion. It will require years of labor
gret to say, that in Eastern Kentucd—unselfish and uncounted labor—to
ky there is still prevalent a dispo- restore Kentucky to her proper po-
sition ol various factions to stand by anion in American life and to regain
one another, and that, even when the for her the influence which was hers
forms of law are observed, they are as long as she deserved it, arid which
so twisted from their original purpose she lost when she abused it.--eleouis-
as to become a matter of offense. ville Post.
It is to be seriously regretted that in
a trial so important alike to the inch-
vidua:s and to the State as that of
Mr. Hargis, Judge Carnes should
have taken such extraordianary ac-
tion this week and formerly as to
shake the confidence of the people
in any conclusion reached by such
processes.
The Evening Post is not disposed
to assume the guilt of any man be-
fore he has been tried. In our judg-
ment Mr. Hargis is entitled to ex-
actly the same consideratein from the
law and the officers of the law as for
tance, Mr. Caleb Powers or any
e accused of a crime, but not
At the same. .time one
one
con victe
may not fail-‘10, note the difference—
the wide differ4nce--between the
rules of law as app:14-ack,the case of ,
Caleb Powers and to the eaeivilegee ,
secured under rulings of the court in
the case against Mr Hargis.
If Judge Hargis be innocent of the
crime laid to his charge, there is no
man in the mountains who should
strive more earnestly for the obser-
vance of all the forms of the law, the
suppression of crime, the punishment
of criminals and the restoration of
the civil authrities to the control of
public affairs.
No man ought to be sacrificed to
the clamor of the mob, and no man
ought to be tried, condemned and
executed by public opinion before be
has had his day in court.
But this does not mean that there
Is in Kentucky no method of shatter-
ing a conspiracy or that the laws are
impotent to punish crime or that per-
sonal influence or party necessity may
with t.npi4Trit4ir with public applause
pervert the law postpone justice or
protect men who are unwilling to
come into court to vindicate their
good name.
We publish today a communication
concerning the situation in Kentuc-
ky, and we emphasize the appeal
made in that letter by this direct re-
ference to the conditions prevailing
in the east and the west. It is hard
ly necessary to say that in our judg-
ment, there are conditions prevailing
In Louisville, in Lexington and In
Covington which, while not so opener()
aggravated or so blhody, are just as
discreditable to the State's name and
to its influence as those existing to
the east and to the west Of the city.
Our correspondent signs himself
"A Loyal Kentuckian." and speaks
like one. He makes his appeal to the
Ask Bill.
Ask Bill why a dog never chews
its food. Ask him why a eat always
chews its food. Why does a horse
ktrain a drink of water through its
,lips? Why does a cow poke her en-
tire face--ento the bran mash, eat all
she can, then lick her nostrils with
her tongue? Why does a chicken
have to hold its head to heave when The pessimist doesn't n believe in
it swallows a drink of water? Why putting off till tomorrow the troublc
does a pigeon keep its bill lmmersedhe can borrow today.
CUT FLOW1K118.
flholoe Carnations, per dos .... 60(
Roam, beet grade per doz. .. $1 01
Roman Byer t hs. white, per doz. 5',14
A thotoe lot of Azaleas in any
color, just beginning to bloom.
Free delivery to any part of the
city.
813KILAU14 BROS.,
1119111 116104114 1e1.
when drinking? Why does a dog lap
water into its mouth? Why is a rat's
tail as long as its body? Why is an
elephant's tail only one-seventh the
length of its body? Why has a cciw
a cud, and why can a horse shiver its
hide to drive away- flies, Why ace kit-
tens nd puppies born , with their
eyes closed?— New York Press.
Behind the Curtain.
"They alt say your literary success
Is phenomenal."
"I guess they don't know that I
spent two years and bulldozed thir-
teen magazine editors before I got
Tny story into print."—Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
The naturalists won't admit it,
but I have a errong suspicion that the
bald eagles are the married ones.
1 here's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That's by Saving.
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
g,ccumulate a subs,tantial stun. We will loan you a
Home Savings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
open you account with us. Start today, We invite
small accounts.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway
Don't be behind the times.
Keep up with the pro-
cession and
COOK WITH GAS
It's cheaper and easier.
MINIM
f7 e - -
Paducah Light 4 Power Co.
4 I meorporot )
•
-
•
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anderine
Grew This Hair
AND WE CAN
PROVE
little Frames Marie Knowito• Is the daugh-
ter of Dr. E. 'S% . Kuow,ton, the discoverer of
this g.reat hair-gros tag remedy, and her beauth
(ul hair was grown wholly by the use Of this
great tonic.
This little girl bad no more hair than the
average child before using Danderine, while
now she has the longest and nic.,t beautiful
head of golden hair e‘er possessed by • child
of her age in the world.
Danderine makes the scalp healthy and fertile
and keeps it se. It is the greatest scalp fertili-
zer and therefore the greatest hair.produclng
remedy ever d:seovered. It is a natural food
and a wholesome medicine for both the hair
and scalp. Even • Sac. bottle of It will put
more genuine life In tour hair than a gallon of
any other hair took: ever made.
NOW at all druggists, in three sires, 25 Cents, SO cents
and S1,00 per bottle.
FREE. send a large sample free bv return mail to any oneTo show bow quickly Danderine acts, we will
• • who sends this advertisement to the Knowlton Danderine
..atest Photo of FRANCES MARIE KNOWLTON, - Co, Chicago, with n.aine and address and to cents in silver or
e.g. Four Years, 9E30 Garfield Boulevard. Oh cago. stamps to pay postage.
Members of New York's Four Hundred
Lost Heavily in the Wall Street Slump
New York, March 22.—That mem-
bers of the "400" were caught
heavily in the recent slump in stock
values was stated today in the Wall
• street district on good authority. The
aggregate losses of one group of
young society men and women have
been conservatively placed at $20,-
000,4)00.
The head of a family whose an-
castor was founder of one of the
greatest railroad systems in the coun-
try is said to have been 100,000
shares long on Union Pacific. His
joss in this stock alone is over $3,-
000,000. A woman member of the
Vanderbilt family also is said to be a
heavy loser. A cOse friend of the
young railroad man also a society
leader, is said to have been almost
"broke" in last Thursday's crash.
•
put his Tuxedo villa on ,the market.
The rush into the market of
Thos. Ryan is said to have been prin-
cipally to save from absolute ruin
the first named society speculator.
That he was successful is said to have
been due only to rapid manipulation
of large blocks of Interborougb and
Consolidated Gas.
Society Womaa Face Penury.
That society was hit hard by the
crash did rot become known until its
members began to negotiate their old
line securities. women, reported to
have been drawn into speculation
through their male relatives, are said
to have been the tools of big finan-
ciers.
Stories of the heavy losses reach-
ed the street from the clubs mostly
frequented by young men of wealth
He has since sold his new seventy and old family connectiens. Many
mile an hour automobile to get ready more of such men, It appsars, have
eash, and today is reported to have been sorely hit in the market thap
I HARRY ANDERSON, 
1The Best Carriage
Service in Paduca
PHONE 915
h
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give pronit personal at-
tention at all times.
 ...t........,..
IA Residence Phone
For Five Cents a Day
ItwilJ save you twice that nineh in car fare, not
counting your time and wasttd energy. Talk it
over with the Contract Department—No. 650.
Do it today.
PADUCAH HOME TEIEPHONE Cb., Inc.
Business Phones $2.50 a month.
Residence Phones $1.50 a month. •
had previously been bellevd. It is
probable not half has been told, for
the stories of losses are notoriously
modest in showing themselves. Many
men in Wall street assert it is easy
to trace the source of the Informa-
tion secured by these losers on Union
and Southern Pacific close to Mr. Har
rithan, and, according to the story
of one young man he proclaimed Mr.
Harriman a prince of good fellows
last fall. At that time the young
man's account showed a profit of
$1,000 000, but subsequently the
profit vanished, and a million In cash
went with it.
According to another story put out
by one of the news agencies the loss-
es of three possessors of large inher-
ited wealth 'alone aggregated $20.-
000,000. However excessive the
sstinaate ss ms, it appears to be wide-
ly bIlevecr the loss-es of one man, of-
ten referrde to, eceeded$ 6,000,000.
Market Takes Another Tumble,
The London market reflected no
advance or decline of American
stocks today, but soon after the New
York exchange had opened selling
pressure was developed which carried
active speculative issues down from
three to seven points.
So sharp was the break at the
opening that many stocks fell from
one to three points in the first few
minutes' trading. Through the first
hour there seemed to be little or no
support for the issues that were be-
ing pounded hardest. The break was
helped along if not largely the re-
sult of numerous rumors in regard to
the weakness of stock exchange
houses that had been hit hard by the
recent panicky market.
E. H. Harriman was greeted upon
his arrival at his office, shortly be-
fore non, with the news of the sharp
break in Union Pacific. He was cheer-
ful.
"Dor.'t worry about the market,'
said he: 'it will take care of itself
when the time comes. Up to date
there has been only one side to it
The bears have been having theirin
nings. Now thre is going to be an
feller side. Let the bears play its
-111111111IM"----,-en 
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers..Why?
First—Because it irons smoothy, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" 80 often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
These Funny Girls.
nrace wants to Pay the farel'.
Insists on that;
And then because Maude darts=
To let her pay the fares
Grace Maude to p1 ewes tears
And dubs her "Cat!" -
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
ALICE ROOSEVELT'S WEDDING
Was something to be recorded In the
annals of history. Herbine has-been
acknowledged the greatest of liver
regulators. A positive cure for Bilious
Headaches, Constipation. Chills and
Fever and all liver complaints. li C.
Smith. Little Risk, Ark., writes.
-Herbine is the greatest liver medicine
known. Have used it for years. It
does the work."
Sold by all druggists.
Mrs. Knicker—"Weren't you
frightened when the bull bellowed at
you on account of your new dress?"
Mrs. Docker—"No; It was exactly
the way Henry behaved when he got
the bill." -- Melbourne Weekly Times,
The Emperor of Austria is said to
have the finest collection of orchids
in the world at his palace at Schoen-
brunn There are 13,000 plants.
It never makes a girl tired to
dance till it's time to get up tine next
day.
PRESS PROMOTER
OF WORLD PEACE
Statement at it eeting of Trade
in Berlin
Good Influence Treaties in Making
Countriea of Whole Earth
l'rosperous.
MOST INTELLIGENT ADDRESS.
Addresses breathing the spirit of
International good will were features
of the annual dinner of the Ameri-
can Association of Commerce and
Trade in Berlin on Feb. 18, which
was attended by many consuls-gen-
eral and consuls from various cities
In Germany and by attaches of the
diplomatic corps of other cities in
Europe. One of the chief addresses
was delivered by Frank Hessenberg.
president of the association, who pro-
posed the toast, "The American As-
sociation of Commerce and Trade in
Berlin." He spoke of the prosperity
that is general in the United States.
The farmers, he said, never had had
such a succession of good years. In
mineral wealth, the country, occu-
pied a leading position.
"The yield of copper in the United
States in 1906." he said, "is estimat-
ed at 780 000 tons. The Calumet &
Heels and the Anacorda,mines each
nbw produces annually more copper
than did all the mines of the world
during the first five years of the nine
teenth century, and there are fifteen
individual companies, each of which
turns out more than was produced
all over the globe 100 years ago."
Mr. Hessenberg quoted other figures
showing the development of the
country, and added:
"And here, gentlemen, I should
like to repeat that In order to turn al:
these magnificent results to best ad-
vantage you require the good influ-
ence of treaties of commerce and the
co-operation of such associatiens as
ours and institutions of a similar
character. It was for this reason
that we gave so warm a welcome to
the United States tariff commission-
ers whose labers, recently brought to
a close, we earnestly trust. willbear
good fruit and will ultimately result
in a commercial treaty satisfactory
to both countries.
"I have also to thank our members
foie the assistance they gave, and I
emiress the hope at the same time
that they will continue in the future
to place their special knowledge at
the disposal of Vie association and
as in the past will also henceforth un-
selfishly do all in their power to
help in furthering its objects and
widening the field of its influence.
"With the vast extent of the ter-
ritory of the United States it is but
natural that our internal trade should
be enormous and that the bulk of our
bountiful crops should be consumed
at home. Nevertheless it is a cur-
ious feature which I think is not gen-
erally appreciated that the total trade
of Germany (exports and imports
-combined) is greater than the total
exports and import trade of the
United States.
"The figures of 1904 (I have no
complete figures available or..st Later
date) are the Germany about $2,900,-
000,000 and for the United States
about $2,600,000,000. Since 1874
Germany and America _have exhibit-
ed singularly parallel results.
"But, if you go back as far as lftS4
It Is when a woman can't get, a
divorce (hat she Is apt to regard mar-'
rine as a failure.
0
0
THE
IDEAL
SPRING
TONIC
A 15c Bottle
T $1.75 Dozen
Only at
GILBERT'S
Drug Store
Fourth and Broadway.
and compare the figures of that year
with those of1.80 4 the divergence Is
very great, whereas if you go back
another 5,) years, to the beginning
of the 19th century, Yon find your-
self face to face with a state of affairs
that seenus absolutely incredible.
"At that time I believe I am right
in saying, the &rritory of the United
States did not touch the gulf" of
Mexico at airy point.g.
"At the end of the 18th century
the Spaniards owned Louisiana and
the people of the United States
could not reach the gulf by way of
the Mississippi River, except with
the consent of the Spanish Govern-
ment. Our merchants after much ne-
gotiation succeeded itt securing the
right from Spain to adopt their goods
on the island of Orleans, but this
right was declared lapsed shortly
after Louisiana had been transfer-
red to Grance. It is difficult to ima-
gine the dreadful -plight the traders
of the Mississippi Valley found
themselves id after this announce-
ment, and the most desperate pro-
posals were put forward on their
part.
"However, the outcome of it all
was one of the most extraordinary
transactions in history, and I think
it js generally admitted that the pur-
chase of Louisiana forms the start-
ing point of an era of prosperity more
phenomonal than any the world has
ever seen
"But the picture is not without its
deep shadows, and the tremendous ac
cumulation of wealth in a cornpara-
tikely short space of time has un-
fortunately led to a certain number
of grave abuses and we have had to
deplore some scandalous disclosures
in "quarters where we should least
have expected them, but bad as these
cases admittedly have been, we know
—we have the conviction—that the
people of the United States as a
whole are as straightforward as hon-
orable and have as high standard of
duty and morality as any people in
the world.
"Thank Heaven that spirit Is still
alive among us which animates the
three young farmers of Westchester
County John Paulding, David Wil-
liams and Isaac Vanwart in revolu-
tionary times when they firmly re-
fused the tempting bribes offered to
them h,-; Major Andre. •
"The same spirit that animated
those three patriots 130 years ago
'ives in the masses of people today.
the love of country is as great, the
standard of duty is as high and the
genuine honesty of their character
can be as absolutely depended upon."
Elmer E. Roberts spoke of "Toe
Press and International Good Will."
He spoke of the importance of main-
taining international good will.
Trade suffered, he said, when re-
sentment was felt between peoples.
"Foreign offices, statesmen and
diplomatists," be added, "so well un-
derstand this that a considerable part
of their effort is directed toward
creating a favorable atmosphere for
commercial and political intercourse.
It-is in this work that the press ought
and does join the work of interpret-
ing one, country to another, of hu-
manizing, so to say, one people to
the other by making them appear
real, showing by the daily narrative
of things done that the other folk
are like ourselves with Interesting
differences. The similarities be-
tween nationalities must, I think,
seem to us far more evident than the
contrasts. Europe ter America used
to seem far away and strange, and
was. But now tite--po441s, the new
thing in bachterioiogy, electricity, or
airships in one country is known
across the water the next morning.
The newspapers are engaged in mak-
ing people known to each other,
sometimes unconsciously, but always.
"You may perhaps say that news-
papers are themselves the cause of
much intcrnational suspicion and ill
will that they originate or hasten to
reproduce Anything that contributes
to discord. That is often true, but
it is equally true-- ** the newspapers
collectively supply the antidote. The
The newspapers taken together re-
vise, correct, Modify. readjust the er-
rors of their more lawless members.
You found them ready the other day
to crush the sensation o f _twenty-
folir hours of a Japanese Ultimatum
to the United States. The newspa-
pers themselves destroy the untruth
of the hour by pouring in the light.
As for myself, am ever astonished
at the thousands of facts undisputed
and undisputable that are cr.Owded
Into each day's neswpapers. facts
concern:-ng parliaments and courts,
the ntterances and acts of public
persons, the discoveries of science,
the new books, the movements of
shipping and the state of the market.
When a thought is given to the con-
tradictions of testimony in the law
courts with their sanctions of oaths,
the solemnity of the proceedings and
the penalties that follow upon will-
fit! error, the wonder to me is the'l
greater that so much the newspapers
contain is true both in spirit and in
fact."—M. T. Commercial.
Miltot--Heno, old man! What are
you doing for a living now
(the natal th in g - -
breath ing.------Ohlea go Dail y News.
CHEAP
LOW PRICED
MALLHOMES
Near city, Ifertile, high, dry land, in best neighbOrhood;
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounded
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands between,
Buckner Lane Road and Hinklesille Gravel Road. Has 4138
feet frontage on Buckner Lane Road, . said road just
grave:ed in front of this land. Has 757 feet 'fronton
Hinkleville Gravel Road, and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front-on Itinkteville road has
nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Slinkleville road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
ments running the years. All other lots $65 acre on same
terms. While these prices are uniform, there is difference in. 
desirabilityof lots and first customers get choice. Come
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the parcels staked off. For home or investment lots
you lose opportunity if you fail to take this. On one lot is new
5-room house which is priced at $800 additional to cost of
land at $65 acre.
W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997-r
Halley's Comet,
Assuming that the comet of
March falls to realize the sinister
predictions of -a somewhat unintelli-
gible kind which have been made re-
garding it, we may reasonably ex-
pect to see the most famous of all
comets in only three or four years'
time, This is Halley's comet, observ-
ed by him in 1682, and found to have
an orbit identical with that of a
bright comet seen by Kepler in 1607.
This comet was also seen previously,
at Intervals of 75 years. It seems to
have been observed 11 years before
the Christian era, and it is delineat-
ed In the Bayeaux tapestry in com-
memoration of its visit in the year of
the Norman -conquest. In 1456 it
caused great alarm and brought
forth a papal bull. It will doubtless
cause some superstitious fears in
Italy, even in the twentieth century,
but astronomers in our part of the
world are interesting themselves in
seeing how nearly they can predict
its return. It is hoped that at any
rate they may be as near the mark as,
the astronomers of the year 1835,
when Halley's comet was last seen.
—Pall Mall Gazette.
Jews hi the Munn.
There are only three Jews in the
new duma. The Jewish candidates
in all the large cities were a14--with
three exceptions—defeated by their
corellgton let s nPeallse of difference.
HY buy hand-me-down
clothes at tailor-
made prices when you can
get Real Tailor-Made
clothes, made here at
home. Exclusive patterns
and guaranteed to fit for
$25 and up,
HARMEL1NG
The Tailor.
PAL.MUIR 111013813
on Zion. The succe-seful candidates
were Shiplro, a Cour land lumber
merchant; kbrahamwm. a sawyer
from Koons, and Rabinowitz, a civil
engineer and director of the coal
mines_ at Irmin. They are all mem-
bers of the Liberal Constitution par-
tj-.
"Hurry and bridge," says a wri-
ter in the Nineteenth Century, "have
killed the art of polite conversation."
Is this quite fair to golf!—London
Tribune,
Wise men always look before they
leap for joy.
Signs of Spring
Special Prices
Good Hoe,
regular price 25c,
Special price 15c.
12 Tooth Rake,
regular price 30c,
Special price 20c.
We carry a complete
line of Shovels, Spades,
Forks and gardcn trowels
—in fact, everything need-
ed for the garden.
L. W. Henneberger Co.
(Ineorpornte.1.)
"Ike House el Quality."
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Free
Catarrh
Cure
Bad Dreati, K'Hawichig, Ringing in the
Ears, Hackling Cough and Spitting
Quickly 4, tired.
1
 Botanic Blood Balm
THE BEST 8E000 PURIFIER
AND TONIC
asiosaimmisamma
THE REMEDY WHICH CURES CA-
TARRH BY PURIFYING THE
BLOOD AND KILLING
THE GERMS.
If you have Catarrh take B. B. B. it
will drive out every bit of Catarrhal
Poison out of the system.
Don't neglect Catarrh! Don't let it
make you Into a worn-out, run-down
Catarrhal wreck
Remember Catarrh is more than a
trifling ailment-more than a disgust-
ing trouble. It's a dangerous one.
Unchecked, Catarrh too frequently
destroys smell, taste and hearing, and
often opens the way to Consumption.
Be warned in time. If you have Ca-
tarrh, start to mire it NOW by taking
B. B. B. It cures through the blood by
purff thg It and building up the broken
tissues.
Don't think It can't be cured because
you've tried to cure it and failed, as
B. B. B. cures where other remedies
fall.
DEAFNESS.
If you are gradually growing deaf or
are already deaf or hard of hearing.
try Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. B.).
Most forms of deafness or partial deaf-
ness are caused by Catarrh, and in
curing Catarrh by B. B. B. thousandshave had their hearing restored.
Botanic Blood Balm in. H. R.t IAplemea•t and sato to take. Thoroughly
tested for 30 years. Composed of Pure
Botanic Ingredients. Strengthen.. weak
stomachs., cure. Dynpeonln. Sample
sent free by writing Blood Balm Com-
pany, Atlanta, Gs. Sold by Druggist.
111 per large bottle or sent by expreso.Sold In Paducah, Ky.. by It. W. Walker,W. J. (Albert, Lang Bros. and Alvey
List.
Theme, and Practice.
The English people have a:ways
been interested in theory, but they
have not always acted on it. In the-
ory, we have the notion of Montes-
peten. about the balance of power.
If we try to square tbe present gev-
ernment of the United States with
that theory we will see now far we
have drifted away. We seem to have
in our brains two water-tight or
rather thought-tight compartments,
the one for theory and the other
for practice.
I am not quarreling,with this: I
ant only pointing it otit. Wi could
not get, along in any other way. We
can't confine a political system in
the straight-jacket of a theory: It
is a fortunate fact that the violation
of the theories of our political sYs-
tern has led to no practical incon-
venience.- Woodeow Wilson.
,A MAST
Should be entthetline in the home, and
beivit you give it White's CreamVePw.lellge, the greatest worm Jnedi-
eine ewer offered to suffering humanity,
Thin remedy is becoming the perma-nent fixture of well-regulated house-
holds. A mother with children can't
get along without a bottle of White's
Cream Vermifitge in the house. It isthe purest and best medicine thatmoney can buy.
Said by all druggists.
A man was talking today of some-
thing very unreliable. "It Is as un-
reliable," he said, "as an expert's
Opinion.
A man's greatest suceoes in life is
usually anexpeeteet.
Weigh II 41 Taking Dr. U. Domed
QUEEN'S ROOT CORDIAL ,
foe the Nerves, Blood, Liver Stotnach,
Skin, Lungs.
Old Phone 1773-R
Uut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st,
Gold Shell 1118.110
tk 73o
Id Fillings $1.00 up
lver Fillings  
Partial Plates $5.00
All work guaranteed.
Out this conpoll out and bring
It with you, It ue worth 811.00.
Each person Is limited to one
roupon for each fob of plate or
bridge work only. Until after
Aptrl 1, '07.
• 
Dr. King Brooks
THE-
Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON.
Author of "The Circle." Etc..
Ceeserregat. 1904. by H•rper Co Brothers
(Continued bum Yesterday.)
CHAPTER XXX.
ND so, once again, the woman
conquered. Whatever Eves in-
tentious were, whatever she
wished to evade or ward off,
she was successful in gaining her end.
For more than two hours she kept Lo-
der at her side. There may have been
moments in those two hours when the
tensieu was high, When the efforts she
Made to interest and hold him were
somewhat strained. But if this was no
It escaped the notice of the one person
concerned, for it was long after lel
had been served, long after Eve had
offered to do penance for her monopoly
of him by driving him to Chilcote's
slab. that Loder realized with any de-
gree of distinctness that it was she and
not he who had taken the lead in their
interview; that it was she and not he
who had bridged the diflieult silences
and given a fresh direction to danger-
ous channels of talk. It was long be-
fore he recognized this, but it was still
longer before he realised the far more
potent fact that without any coldness,
without any lessening of the subtle
consideration she always showed him,
she had given him no further opportu-
nity of melting love.
Talking continuously, elated with the
sense of conflict still to come, be drove
with her to the club. Considering that
Irive in the light of after events, his
own frame of mind invariably filled
him with incredulity. In the eyes of
tiny sane men his position was not
worth an hour's purchase, yet in the
blind self confidence of the moment be
would not have changed -places with
Fralde himself. The great song of self
was sounding in his ears as be drove
through the crowded streets, conscious
of the cool, crisp air, of Eve's close
presence, of the numberless infinitesi-
mal things that went to make up the
value of life. It was this acknowledg-
ment of personality that upheld him-
the personality, the power that had
tinged him unswervingly through elev-
en colorless year's; that bad impel led
him-reward this new career when the
new career bad first been opened to
him; that had hewn a way for him in
this fresh existence against colossal
odds; the indomitable force that had
trampled out. Chilcote's footmarks in
public life, in private life-in love. It
was a triumphant paean that clamored
in his ears, something persistent and
pmpbette, with an undernote of men-
ace-the cry of the human soul that has
dared to stand alone.
His glance was keen and bright as he
waited for a moment at the carriage
door and took Eve's hand before enter-
ing the club,
"You're dining out tonight?" he said.
Ills fingers, always tennelous and mas-
terful, continued to hold hers. The
compunction that had driven him tem-
porarily toward sacrifice had passed.
His pride, his confidence and with them
his desire, had flowed back in full
measure.
Eve, watching him attentively, paled
R little.- "Yea." she said, "I'm dining
with the Bramfelle."
"What tithe will you get borne?" He
ocareely realized why he put the ques-
tion 'The song of melt still Rounded
triumphantly, and he responded with-
out reflection.
His eyes held hers, his fingers press-
ed her hand; the intense mastery of his
will passed through her igell sudden
sense of fear. Her lips partvel in depre-
cation, but he, closely attentive of her
expression. spoke again quickly.
"When can I see your' he asked eery
quietly.
Again PitP was about to speak. ebe
leaned forward, as if some thought
long suppressed trembled on her IMP,
then her courage or her desire failed
her. She leaned back, letting her lashes
droop over her eyes. "I shall be home
at Ile' she said below her breath.
Loder dined with hakeley, at Chil-
cote's club, and so absorbing were the
political interests of the hour-the res-
ignation of Sir Robert Sefhorough, the
king's summoning of Frakie. the prob-
able features of the new ministry-that
It was after ()O'clock when at last he
freed himself and drove to the Arca-
dian theater. _
The sound of .music came to him as
be-entered the theater-light, measured
music integrative of tiny streams, toy
lambs and painted ehepherdessee. It
sounded .singularly inappropriate to his
mood--as inappropriate as the theater
Itself with its gay gilding, its pale
tones of pink and blue. It was the Ret•
ring of a different world-a world of
inighter, tight thoughts and shallow
lumuleee, in which he had no pert.
It was the Interval between the first
and second acts. The box was In
shadow, and Loder') first impression
was of vole.* and rustling skirts, bro-
ken In upon by the murmur of fre-
quent amused laughter,. Later, al his
eyes grew accustomed to the light, he
distinguished the occupants, two wo-
men and a man. The man was speak-
ing,.are he entered, and the story he
was Wanes was tertdontty interesting
from the faint exclamations of emit-
eon and delight that punctuated it in
the listeners' higher, softer veleta.
"Ah, here come, the legislatter!" ex-
claimed Leonard Keine, for it wale be
who formed the male element in the
party.
"The revolutionary, Lennie." Lillian
corrected softly. "Bramtell says he
has changed the whole (wee ot things."
She laughed seftly Add intelnIngty as
"Ole einfletil sr ors. .910 good o( On to
trodUce you to Miss Esseltyn. I don't
think you tSvo have met. This Is Mr.
Checote, Mary-the great, new Mr.
Chilcote." Again she laughed.
Loder bowed and-moved to the front
of the box, nodding to Keine as he
paused.
"It's only for an hour," he explained
to Lillian. "I have an appointment for
11."
"Only an hour! Oh, bow tulleinill
How should I punish WM, Lennie?"
Lillian looked round at Keine with a
lingering, caressing glance.
He bent toward her in quick re-
sponse and answered-in a whisper.
She laughed and replied in an equally
low tone.
Loder, to whom both remarks had
been inaudible, dropped into the vacant
seat beside Mary Esseltyn. He had
the unsettled feeling that thing's were
not falling out exactly as he had calcu-
lated.
"What is the play like?" be hazarded
as he looked toward his companion. At
all thyme social trivialities bored him.
Tonight they were intolerable. He had
come to fight, hilt all at once it scented
that there was no opponent. Lillian's
attitude disturbed him; her careless
graciousness, her evident ignoring of
him for Knine, might mean nothing
hut also it might mean much.
"It Is a good pley," she responded. "I
like it better than the book. Yoteve
rend the book, of counter
"No." Loder tried hard to fix his
thoughts.
"It's amusing, but far fetched."
"Indeed?" He picked up the pro
gramme lying on the edge of the box.
His ears were strained to catce the
tone of Lillian's voice as she laugh&
and whispereti with Keine.
"Yee: men exehanging identities, yee
now."
He !Deiced up and might the girl's
self possessed glance. "Oh?" he said.
"Indeed?" Then again he looked away.
It was intolerable, this feeling of be-
ing caged iip! A sense of anger crept
throng% his mind. It almost seemed
that Lillian had brought him there to
prove that she had finished with hinehad
cast him aside, having used him for the
lay's excitement as she had used her
poodles, her Persian cats, her crystal
razing. All at once the impotency and
uncertainty of his position goaded him.
Turning swiftly in his seat, he glanced
back to where she sat slowly swaying
her fen, her pale, golden hair and her
pate colored gown delicately silhouetted
against the background of the box.
"What's your idea of the piny, Lil-
lian?" he said abruptly. To his own
ears there was a note of challenge in
his voice.
She looked around languidly. "CM,
it's quite amusing," she said. "It
makes a delicious farce-absolutely
French."
"French"
"Quite. Don't you think so, Lennie?"
"Oh, quite," Keine agreed.
"They mean that it's so very light
and yet so very subtle,- Mr. Chilcote,"
Mary Esseltyn explained.
"Indeed?" he said. "Then my im-
agination was at fault. I thought the
piece was serious."
"Serious:- Lillian smiled again.
"Why, where's your sense of humor?
The motive of the play debar' all seri-
ousness."
loder looked down at the pea--
gramme still between his hands.
"What is the motive?" he naked.
Lillian waved her fan once or twice,
then closed it softly. "love is the
motive," she said.
Now, the balancing- the adjusting of
impression and inspiration-le of•all
processes In life, the moat delicately
fine. The simple sound of the word
"love" coming at that precise juncture
changed the whole current of Loder's
thought. It fell like a seed, and like
a seed in ultraprodureve soil, it bore
fruit with matting rapidity.
(Teo es 00•11i111011.)
Health in the Canal Zone.
The high wages paid make it a
mighty temptation to our young ar-
tittene to join the force of skilled
workmen needed to construct the
Panama Canal. Many are restrained
however by the fear of fevers and
malaria. It la the knowing ones-
those who have used Electric Bitters,
who go there without this fear, we
knowing they are safe from malari-
ous influence with Electric Bitters
on hand. Cures blood poison too,
weakness and all stom-
ach, liver tied kidney troubles. Guar-
anteed by all drugghtta. Sec.
An American visiting Dublin told
some startling sioriete of the height
of New York teitysertp4ta.
"Ye haven't seen our newest hotel.
have ye?" asked an Irishman.
"No," replied the Yankee.
"Well," said the Irishman. "tt'a so
tall that we have to put the two top
*rules on hinges."
"What for?" milted the American.
"So that we can let 'em down while
the moon gees by." said Pat.--Lon-
don Tit-Bits.
If there is curb a thing tie a wise
married main It is one who penises as
the boss of his own house only when
14066iatelageeDff10004,0%reeeheiieieeieel
Hitching the Sun.
Electric power from sunlight ap-
pears more wonderful than ha r ueess-
lug the streams or wiad. Yet we
know something of the yast heat of
the sun.
Solar engines for operating pumps
have been in use in different parte of
the earth for several years now, and
their value in warm climates where
the number of days of clear sunshine
average high, must steadily increase
One of the most successful of these
Solar machines is located near Los
Angeles to irrigate fruit land. An
automatic stand carrying great re-
flectors fellowe the course of the sun
es regularly as the beet telea•ope ever
made, and the sun's rays are thus re-
flected on a central point, where the
boiler of a ems* engine is located.
Within an hour after sunrise the
heat of the sun raises the tempera
ture of the water to the boiling point
and thus creates steam, and the
pumping machinery begine its day's
work anti keeps it up until sundown.
The power of ,the sun for heating
has only been faintly appreciated by
scientists .iie the met, but the predic-
Hon is made how that if all the coal
should give out we would eoon be
able to rum much of our machinery
brom the power of the sun. With 500
Mirrors properly arranged to focus
the rays upon the point, a tempera-
ture of more than a thousand degrees
has been obtained. Ties almeet
equals one-fifth the 'highest tempera-
ture recorded by Elite electric furnace,
which its considered today the most.
powerful heating apparatus ever dis-
covered. As there is no limit to the
number of mirrors thet may be em-
ployed, and .as the intensity of the
heat increases le nroportlon to the
number of rays reflected by the mir-
rors, it is conceivable that a tempera-
ture may be obtained in time tbat
will surpa.ses anything ever dreamed
of in the tate or -present.
Hitching the elm to run electric
motors for furnishing eight and pow-
er for our homee and factories is the
very latest achievement of the mod-
ern work of harness:Trig the elements
to do man's work; and one square
yard of sunshine in the tropics may
represent on the average one-horse
power.-St. Nioholas.
Lost and Found.
Lost, between 9:30 p. m. yester-
day anl noon today, a bilious attack,
with nausea and sick headache.
This loss was occasioned by finding
St a drug store a box of Dr. King's
New Life Pills, the guaranteed cure
for biliousness, malaria and jaundice
All druggists. 25c.
The Trouble at the Stove.
Dr. C. A. Lamson of New Lon-
don, says the Boston Herald, while
at school at Andover, N. H., with sev-
eral other boys, cittended a camp fire
of the G. A. R. at Wilmot. It was
several degrees below zero and the
stove was red hot when a veteran
named Chase came in. He was a large
man and very bow legged. As he
stood by the fire "Doc" as he was al-
ways called, stepped up and slapped
him on the back, easing: "Please ex.
ruse Me, but I fear you are standing
too near the stove."
The veteran looked at the stove,
then at his clothes, and said: "Did
you think, young fellow, that my
clothes were burning?"
"No sir, but I saw that your legs
were warping," was the reply.
DON'T COMPLAIN.
It your Chest pains and you are lin-
able to sleep because of a cough, buy a
both. or Ballard's Horehound Syrup
and you won't have any cough. Get a
bottle now and that cough will not
last long. A cure for all pulmonary
diseases. Mrs. 3-, Galveston. Texas,
writes: "I can't say enough for Rai-
lard's Horehound Syrup. The relief it
has given Ws is all that Is necessary
for me to say."
Sold by all druggists.
The man who has an exalted opin-
ion of himeelf is neatly always a
poor judge of human nature.
An ex-bachelor Faye that the next
beat thing to having no wit* is the
idlaseenticen of a gtnext wife.
The present that
will please as an
Easter offering is
A
KODAK
We have them in stock
from -$1 to $2. Drop in
and see the 1907 models
Easier to manipulate than
ever.
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
Sole agent ibiyier's Candy.
iti-1-° .41n
poWlIER
••11.,
den
"OH, LOOK AT
THOM' BISCann
•
A noticeable feature of
HI-LO biscuit is their
smoothness. NO coarse
air-holes, no harsh and
crumbly crust-always
delicious and appetizing.
They are an aid to diges-
tion, and a delight to the
stomach.
HI-LO is equally good
In ALL, other baking
This excellent product,
protected in moist-proof
tins, conforms with all
pure food laws, state
and national. An honest
price-a dime a pound.
At your grocer's.
Cornmeal latex PovOtr Comm
lasalle, • Tun.
le_  
IVIC Right To Be Ditwegrt-eable.
If business men were to throw off
self-control in their offices and places
of business as many of them do in
their homes, and say the same mean,
contemptible unguarded things to
their customers that they say to the
members of their own families, their
business would soon go to - pieces.
There are thousands of men who
are polite, tactful, diplomatic Coward
their customers, and in everything
which bears upon their business, who
ti seem to lock their good manners up
in their offices at night, men who are
known as Dr. Jekylle in all their
business or professional relations,
but v.eio assume the character of Mr.
Hyde as soon as they enter their own
homes, where they feel at liberty to
ride roughshod over everybody's
feelings. They do not seem to think
that the wife, or any other member of
the family, gets tired, has "nerves,"
or troubles of any kind. They exer-
cise self-restraint all day, but the
moment thce get home they seem to
vent their bad humor on everybody.
even on the dog or the cat. Is it not
a strange thing that so many people
think that home is not a place for the
exercise of self-control, but take it
for granted that there they can abuse
everybody without restraint?
WANTS COLLEGE BRED MEN.
Pennsylvania Shows Flow One. May
-Begin Humbly and Work Up.
More college-trained men are
wanted in the serivce of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad Company. The com-
pany's improvements in New York
and all along ets lines have created
positions in the operating and engi-
neering departments which, the com-
pany announces, must be filled by
".nen of ability and judgment," says
the Philadelphia Ledger.
Some employes who have not had
technical training will, the Pennsyl-
Yalta thinks, rise from the bottom of
the ladder as did its presiaent.•
James McCrea-once a rodman--but
other things being equal, it feels that
the man who has gone through a
regular course of training at a col-
lege is the man who will do the rail-
road the most good. This stat.ement
is considered significant In view of
the fart that nearly every executive
officer of the Pennsylvania rose from
the ranks without having had a col-
lege training,
It is the Pennsylvania's policy to
employ college men almost exculsive-
ly for certain branches of its operat-
ing and engineering departments,
and, the plan has been so successful,
the management announces, that in-
ducements are being offered gradu-
ates of colleges to enter other branch
es of the service. In the following
language the Pennsylvania tells how
a college man entering the company's
service as a rodman may eventually
rise to the coverted position of super-
intendent of motive power:
"It is in the maintenance of way de
partment that the youth with a diplo-
ma from a technical Institution finds
a place. First he ,is a rodman.
Then he is sent to the yards at Al-
toona which are the greatest in the
world-seven miles leng-with 210
miles of track. there the candidate
learns to keep car records and classi-
fy cars to handle switches, to mani-
pulate signals and to do many other
Jobs that the proper sort of rale-Mid
men must know all about.
ex"Next he is assistant supervisor 'on
the road,' learning all about steel
rails ballast, crossties, tie plates and
roadbed drainage. If he is apt he is
promoted to supervisor, after that
come the grades of assistant engineer
and superintendent, and when a man
gets to he superintendent he is quali-
fied as a railroad expert.
"At Altoona, where the shops and
yards of the Pennsylvania compoe
what is called "the greatest railroad
university en the world.' there is a
special course for the college man
trained as a mechanical engineer.
The 'special apprentice,' as he is call-
ed, goes through a four-years' course
of hard work--blacksmith shop,
wheel shop car shop, and all the rest.
Three months are given to firing an
engine on the road. The 'special ap-
prentice' is eligible to rise to be in-
spector, assistant master mechanic,
assistant engineer of motive power,
master mechanic, superintendent of
motive power.-
LISTEN
And remember the next tinge you stiffer
from pain-Censed by damp weather--
when your head nearly bursts from
neuralgia-try nailartes Snow Lini-
ment. It will cure you. A prominent
bulginess man of Homestead. Texas,
writes: et have used your liniment
Previous to gain', it I was A. great suf-
ferer trim Rheuretatilmt arid Netfraistisi.
am pleased to say that row I ern free
from these complislate I am sure I
owe this to mot lintmeat,",
Bold by all druggists. "
Whit a lot of .thiags yehe wookisn't
do If yoa thoonebt yowr friersi• would
find out about then).
The head of the house is not al-
ways the only offender in this re-
spect.. Wives and children often
seem to think that the home is the
place where they cateiedulge in fits
hot temper, and say it'll-manner of
mean, disagreeable, and hspicable
things. They think that they have a
right to spend a whole evening, or
perhaps days, pouting over some
fancied injury or over some trifle.
There are many homes where all the
laws of courtesy, and even of ordi-
nary decency, are set at defiance,
where the boys go downstairs in the
morning and about half-dressed, with
out the slighiest feeling of delicacy.
The girls are often just as careless as
their brothers. They go round the
house in all sorts'of costumes, soiled
and untidy, and often to the table,
especially in the morning, in a dis-
graceful condition. They think it is
all rieht because only their brothers
and parents are present.
Many a man who is very deferential
to society women, treats the girls or
poor women who happen to be de-
pendent upon him for a living, very
shabby. In society always alert to
Show the slightest Service to the
ladies, he is abgoititely indifferent to
the comfort and feelings of a stenog-
rapher or other woman in his employ.
Those who are hound to him by the
necessity of earning their living, do
not call put his nobler sentiments. He
regards them as "just help", moping
more. They may be infinitely finer
grained than himself, but he rides
roughshod over their *sensitive feel-
ings, domineering, criticising, merci-
lessly scolding, even using profane
language.
Such man would be terribly
shocked if those to whom he is so de-
ferential in society knew how he
treated the women In his employ.
They would not he'leve it possible, -
if they could be in his office store, or
factory for a day- that the man who
displays these coarse, brute qualities,
could possibly be the polished gentle.
manfthey met the evening before.-
Success.
Amateur Sport-I say, I've been
asked to go shooting next week.
What ought I to give the keeper?
His Friend-Oh, well, It depends
where_you hit him, you know.-Lon-
don Opinion.
Our
Prescription
Department
holds out another advantage
to you. Ours is a brand new
store and every drug and
chemical in the stock is fresh
and full strength. Es ery-
thing you would expect to
find in a firat-class drug store
is here. None but Registered
Pharmacists wait on the trade,
so you are safe- guarded in
every way. Our telephone
service is prompt and accurate
Won't you try it next time
S. H. Winstead
Both Phones 756.
Oak Dale Hotel
Brtitikport, Ill.
Rats: it a Day. bantling 0
h. balm Pripristress
HENRY MAMMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal
and Library Work a specialty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey,- Prop.
Newest and best hotel in the city.
Rates 12.0g. Two large sample
rooms. Bath rooms, Electric lights.
The only centrally located Hotel la
the city. '
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED.
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TisSIVESSEE RIVER.
STE118 CLTIIE
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT, Masten
EUGENE ROBINSON, Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected.
by the cleri. e the boat.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Plying between Memphis, Evans-
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, St.
Louis and Vicksburg. Leaves
Memphis every Tuesday for
Evansville. Louisville and Cin-
cinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
Wednesday for St. Louis, Mem-
phis and Vicksburg. Pass Padu-
cah going up every Thursday.
Pass Paducah going down every
Saturday.
G. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Office Richmond House. '
Telephone 66-B,
eiesoenumenugunge
DRAUGHONPS
glailedi4readVe4.
(Incorporated.)
PUICA11.312-3151ruenray, tat IlAUTILLE
27 Oelletesla 15 Slates POSITIONS secured or money ittiFCNDF.D Also teach ev
WAIL. Catalogue will convince you lei,'
Orniagnos's THE HEST. Call or mud tot
catalogue.
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated)
Evansville and Paducah Packet&
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evatts-
villa and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, 14-00. Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl- unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
, el , 141.141' Ia
Leaves Pac:acah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion retest
now id effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed .
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pees. Agent. at
Fowler-Cruttbaugh & Co's. ellen).
Both phone- No. Id
NEW SUBSCRIBER.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Teeassare Telephes•
puny today:
2312--Rogers, Lula. flea.. rmo
Elizabeth St.
2.543-9eneer, Mrs. A., Res. 819
South Fourth street
764 a---Grief, John, shop, 218
Washington.
1442-1, 0 0. F. nail, Fifth sod
Broadway.
1539--Keys, G. W., Res. 1010
Washington
W. have in lb. crty over 3.000 sub.
scribers or five times as many se the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we hav•
OE times kit many subscribers as the
Independent compaby. Yet It will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent min
pany is suppoled to charge, and pre-
vide in addition, long distance tact*
dos owl: will enable you to radii
?ably arty agalkie p•Opleo his
his.,
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POPULAR 
SHOWINGS IN 
SHIRTS.
shirt
'The F.arl 
and Wilson 
and The 
Ilates 
Streets s 
are
Allard6 
op 
•
our 
leaders; bot, 
re 
e show 
hite, 
a great, 
line of 
many 111 
pla
w 
akers, and
some thangs 
exclusive with 
us, in all 
the 
pular colors—
hellos, 
grays, -pastel 
shades, 
blues, 
and priced
pu w 
-in in
plaitAd 
bosoms, 'tuffs 
attached or 
detached, 
 troan
$1.00 to 
$3.50.
•
.;••••••
S.
.„„ • ..,
• . • -•.'.••••;:
• .'. •
We want you to see our comprehensive offering of Spring
Suits for Igiys. Every fabric and every style find place,
naturally, here -blue and brown serges, white flannels, blue
and tan linens, blue, brown, -gray and neat overchecks in
worsteds, made in the popular Peter Pan styles, Russian
Blouses, Sailors arid single and double breasted men's styles-.
Bright, dashing shades and dark conservntive patterns—
something for every fancy. The prices are 13.50 to $10.00.
A 
RIOT OF 
COLORS IN 
EASTER 
TIES
IV.hat is 
more 
engaging than theL
 riot of 
colors in the
Easter ties? 
When you were a boy you 
.thought if ,you did
not ve 
something new 
Easter the 
gander 
-would get yott
ife is still the same old 
gander—a tie 
pkaiseaCome, se,.
our 
Easter 
display of fleck we ear, very 
bright color of the flay
and the 
newest 
imporreci and 
home 
silks that 
Epriag de-
mands. •
OUR WINDOWS REFLECT
THE INTERIOR.
The windows of The New Store
reflect, in a .small measure what
you will find in our many de-
parttnents. Notice them from day,
as you will always- find them very
intereeting,--:always showing you
something 'seasonable, and new.
•
THE PADUCAH EV.Ei\ ING SUN.
_Distinction, 
Refinement aridJust irh a t E v er y .iffan'.s._ _Piincy 
Dictates is What lie
Wants .4re the Key Stones in.leounclation of The .iVeiv Store
;The impres.s of 
distinctive re-
finement and perfection 
in OUT
•
ready-to-wear clothes that 
sell
from $20 to $40 
reveals our keen
judgment. No where, in 
Paducah,*
will you find their 
equal, no where
their superior in 
such clothing.
Drop in just any 
time and let us
show you yvhat the 
season offers in
real distinctive 
clethes.
Cli.LLDREN'S 
FURNISHINGSFOR 
EASTER AND 
SPRINGWe are 
showing 4- 
n,uibbiwr of
new 
conceits in ' 
"0-bac/re/Ca hats
and ea:ps for this 
season, as well
as all of the 
popular otte8 Of time
Sea8OnS past. The range of styles
and 
prices ,is wide, as we wain to
show you 
something to 
Please
'every 
fancy. Our 
children .8 de-
- 
partruent is light, and most eon.• 
veniently 
situated, and 
shoppiiig
made e-asy, a child being able to
shop as easily as a grown 
pesson.
FRIDAY. MARCH 22.
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EA4Y SHOPPING IN THE CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT.
It is a hard proposition for the mothees to make a; selec-
tion from our extensive, *handsome offeAugs in children's
clothing. Hard because we show you so many pretty things
you want them all. Blue and Brown serge; blue and tan
linens; white flannels; Shepherd plaids and. overcheeks;
modes dark tone effects in Rutteian blouses; Peter Pans,
and Sailor styles are but an inkling of the handsome things
we show for little ones. The prices are from $3.50 to $10.
Low ' shoes, 
and warm 
weather
suggest new 
summer weig 
hse.hto
We are 
showing ti host 
of the 
pret-
tiest 
hose—brown., gray for the
and blne
eff dreeserects; s
tasteful dark 
tones
modest 
:, Iti,V.• 
noielties in .
colors 
the lo4er 
f uch.
for 
o
'We
earry,the lihes o
f sOUte a the best,
: 
makers in this 
and.other 
counterie
and have 
them from 
.25e nit.
And Offers You New Things While 
New.
Exclusiveness in Its Novelties.
•
•
4
•
•
4.
NEW 
TIIINC8 IN 
WIIITZ
,
AND 
PA.NCY 
zSTS
Nothin V,g 
tones up 
your 
(It,Phis s
niore 
than a 
pretty 
white ori fancy
veet, and 
they 
are 
noih *t 19 
price.
'
season 
offers 
soine 
very 
new
things, 
wide 
braidings, 
new 
pat-
terns, 
xrpacwol 
stylek 
I)rop 
in'
in 
passing 
and 
let us 
s,ow. 
them
to 
you. 
We 
have 
them 
at 
every -^'
price 
from 
Sl••;"0 
uP•  
ro'll
well 
afford to 
have 
three canor 
four.
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THE RIGHT 
HAT FOR 
YOU.
Our hat 
department features the 
Stetson, the Kent 
and
Younian's, three as 
good bats as are 
made, and our 
extensive
lines of each 
assure you you 
will bind the 
style that suits
you. The hat 
that looks well 
on you would 
not beco.etryne. shoenalt
d.
other mans, 
henee extensive 
lines—a %at for 
o 
Prices $3.00 up.
NOVELTIES IN SRIRT
STUDS AND BELTSWe are showing new noveltiesin -Studs and Shirt buttons, withpin to match. They will be ingreat favor this season. :We havedisplayed, too, our anon of men'sbelts ihr summer. They come inall leathers, with gold, silver endgun metal bnekels. novelty ihe st blue serge belt r withblue serge suits, and. tine ofwhit( belts. Price 40e.
